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PUBLISHED BY THE
SENIOR CLASS
BAGHDAD COLLEGE IRAQ
aN the auspicious occasion
of his accesssion to the throne of the Kingdom of Iraq,
the Faculty and student body of Baghdad College pause
to pay tribute to His Majesty, King Faisal II. The
years of study and training which have prepared him
for his regal duties have happily concluded, and with
justifiable pride we salute our young monarch as he takes
his rightful place among the leaders of the world. He
receives our prayerful best wishes for a peaceful and
prosperous reign as he takes up the burden of office
passed on to him by his illustriousforebears, Their Majesties
King Faisal I and King Ghazi I. With a profound
realization ofthe responsibilities and obligations that he
assumes, we beg the blessings of God upon him and
the people of Iraq, and we renew our allegiance and
affection, our devotion and loyalty to our honored sovereign.
We, the members ofthe graduating class, are happy to have
the honor ofdedicating the 1953 edition of Al Iraqi to our
esteemed and beloved ruler, His Majesty, King Faisal II.
HIS MAJESTY, KING FAISAL II
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Reverend Francis X. Cronin, S.J.
1912-1953
On January 30, 1953, Father Francis X. Cronin died after a short illness, and
passed to his eternal reward. From 1939 until 1943 he taught classes at Baghdad Col-
lege and made private studies in Arabic, returning to America in the latter year to
complete his studies for the priesthood. He returned to Baghdad in 1948 where, for the
past five years, he taught classes and continued his work in Arabic. During his years
at Baghdad College Father Cronin won a host of friends and was ardently admired for
his charity, humility and devotion to his work. The great multitude of students, alumni
and friends of the school who prayed for him in his final illness, and attended his
funeral, was a living testimony of the love and esteem in which he was held. An apostolic
priest, an educator of youth, a companion and friend, Father Cronin was universally
admired and respected by those who had the privilege of knowing him. May he rest
in peace.
A I Iraqi


A1ML DOMINIC MARMARJI
A delightful sense of humor won him a host of friends . . . classes in English
were his chief scholastic interest . . . read many of the books in the school
library . . . made the pilgrimage to Bethlehem in fourth year ... his collec-
tion of records affords him relaxation when the day's work is done . . . elec-
trical engineering is his chosen work.
Sodality 4, 5; Sanctuary Society 4; Sacred Heart League 5; Debating Society 4, 5;
Dramatic Society 5.
AMAD MARUN BADRAN
A quiet, unassuming member of our class whose friendly disposition was
admired by all . . . worked afternoons in the school library . . . has a fond-
ness for mystery stories . . . started his stamp collection a few years ago . . .
always attentive in class and preferred mathematics . . . present plans call
for a course in mechanical engineering.
Library StaJJ 5.
ANUSHUVAN KHORIN KIVORKIAN
A well-known figure in athletic circles . . . starred on Father Quinn's foot-
ball team the past two years . . . fourth year found him near the top of his
class in studies . . . knew all the answers to the physics problems ... an
outstanding swimmer . . . found time for an occasional cinema . . . will
study electrical engineering.
Varsity Football Team 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
ARA KARAKIN SAHAKIAN
A regular member of the varsity basketball and football teams
. . . broke
up many a baseball game with his long hits to right field . . . one of best
tennis players in school . . . had a strong affection for physics and mathe-
matics . . . never missed the class picnics . . . will begin his studies in den-
tistry after graduation.
Scientific Society 4; Boxing Finals 2, 3; Varsity Basketball Team 3, 4, 5; Varsity
Football Team 3, 4, 5; Varsity Baseball Team 3, 4, 5; Varsity Track Team 3, 4, 5;
Tennis Finals 1, 3; Intramural Sports.
ASHUR WILLIAM SHAHABAS
Member of the Al Iraqi Staff . . . spent his vacations at Habbaniyya . . .
took part in all sports but excelled in baseball . . . one of best third basemen
in school ... a boxing champion and hunting enthusiast . . . has a marked
preference for geometry and physics . . . engineering is his choice for a
career.
Al Iraqi Staff 4, 5; Scientific Society 4; Debating Society 4; Varsity Football
Team 5 ; Varsity Baseball Team 3, 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
BADI JURJIS BODIA
Arabic compositions flowed easily from his pen . . . frequently seen riding
around Karrada on his bicycle . . . faithful member of the Sacred Heart
League and Sodality . . . enjoyed the sports program of the school . .
solved mathematics problems with ease . . . has a fondness for good music . . .
a candidate for the Royal Medical College.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4 ; Varsity Track Team
3; Intramural Sports.
BADRI BUTROS NALU
An active member of many activities in the school . . . served as vice-pres-
ident of the Sodality in his senior year . . . stalwart member of the varsity
basketball teams ... a clever artist whose drawings often graced the school
bulletin boards . . . enthusiastic about scientific studies . . . Badri hopes to
pursue a course in petroleum engineering.
Sodality 2, 3, 4, 5 (Vice-President) ; Varsity Basketball Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity
Volleyball Team 2, 3; Intermediate Football Team 1,2; Handball Finals 1 ; Intra-
mural Sborts.
BAHNAM KORKIS YUSUF
Can tell you all about the villages in northern Iraq ... his hearty laugh
heard often on the school grounds . . . developed his talent for speaking in the
Debating Society and elocution contests . . . followed biology and mathe-
matics classes with keen interest . . . hopes to continue his studies in engi-
neering after graduation.
Sacred Heart League 5; Debating Society 5; Elocution Contest 2.
BASIL MAHMUD ABDUL-QADIR
A sincere and friendly classmate . . . enjoyed a good discussion with his
friends at the canteen ... an interested spectator at the intramural games
during noon recreations . . . has a special interest in biology and excelled
in laboratory work . . . read Arabic literature in his spare moments . . .
plans call for study of medicine.
Intramural Sports.
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EDGAR EDWARD ARIS
Class orator . . . was president of the Debating Society in senior year . .
.
played a major role in many of the productions of the Dramatic Society . .
.
preferred English classes and showed a real talent in his compositions . . .
found time for an occasional game of handball . . . holidays gave him oppor-
tunity for a hunting trip . . . study of law is his ambition.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Treasurer); Sanctuary Society
1, 2, 3; Debating Society 4, 5 (President); Dramatic Society 2, 4, 5; Intramural
Sports.
FAIQ. FARAJ JURJIS
Prominent member of Father La Bran's Sodality . . . often observed in
serious conversation with his classmates . . . looked forward to class picnics
and holiday trips . . . known for his generous co-operation in school affairs. . .
spent a lot of time on his physics homework . . . music is his favorite pas-
time . . . will begin advanced studies in agriculture.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
FAISAL ISKENDER AL-KHURI
A boy with many and varied interests . . . enthusiastic member of the Dra-
matic Society . . . appeared in elocution contests and showed real ability . . .
journeyed to Bethlehem in fourth year . . . always on hand to watch the
varsity games . . . joined the boarding section for last two years . . . will
travel abroad to study civil engineering.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5 ; Sanctuary Society 5 ; Dramatic So-
ciety 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Elocution Finals 3 ; Intramural Sports.
FARAJ ABDULAHAD JAJU
Showed a lively interest in school activities and athletics . . . never known
to miss an athletic event . . . faithful member of the Sociality Council in
senior year . . . mystery stories and bicycle picnics are his chosen pastimes . . .
very careful and conscientious in his laboratory assignments ... a good
basketball player . . . medicine will be his life's work.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 5; Debating Society 4; Scientific Society 4, 5;
Intramural Sports.
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FAWZI VUSUF MURA
ber of the class who hails from Mosul . . . kept the boardersA popular 1
happy with his cheerful manner . . . chemistry classi
loyal member of Sanctuary Society for five years . ,
ball . . . read photography magazines in spare time
at Royal Medical College.
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
were a joy to him . . •
. liked a game of base-
. . will study medicine
FRANZ DIDO DE LIMA
Generosity and kindness made Franz a popular member of the class . . .
history and geography were his favorite subjects in school . . . read books
on sot ial science when he found the time ... an accomplished swimmer
and an energetic handball player . . . active member of the Sodality . . .
hopes to study civil engineering after graduation.
Sodality ),, 4, 5; Sailed Heart League j; Intramural Sports.
FUAD NAIM BASHU
A daily visitor to the school chapel . . . read the newspapers to keep abreast
of current events . . . biology topped the list of his favorite subjects . . .
passed his leisure moments at the radio . . . the center of activity on school
picnics ... a stamp collector . . . will study commercial subjects in prepa-
ration for a business career.
Sodality 3,
Sports.
4< 5 Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, f,; Di bating Society 4; Intramural
FUAD ELIAS MANSUR
A likeable and friendly boy from Tel Kaif . . . Sodality enthusiast and
president of the Sacred Heart League . . . winner of testimonials and ribbons
for scholarship . . . enjoyed the summer vacations in the North ... a clever
carpenter . . . regular patron of the school library ... a capable mathema-
tician . . . plans to continue his studies abroad.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5 (President) ; Debating Society 5;
Scientific Society 4, 5; Dramatic Society 5; Intramural Sport*,
FUAD HANNA KILLU
A diligent student of Arabic . . . wrote good compositions and excelled in
elocution contests . . . manifested real dramatic talent in Father Kelly's
plays . . . carried on a large correspondence with friends abroad . . an out-
standing volleyball player . . . loyal Sodalist and faithful worker for Al
Iraqi . . . will go abroad to study mechanical engineering.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 4, 5; Dramatic Society 4, 5; Debating So-
ciety 4; Elocution Finals 4; Al Iraqi Contest 4; Al Iraqi Staff 5; Intramural Sports.
FUAD KHAZAL TAIMA
Seemed to be in a hurry most of the time . . . plenty of energy and vitality . . .
helped bring the baseball cup to 5B . . . can tell you the mystery stories in
the school library . . . tinkered with machines when he could find the time. . .
deeply interested in Arabic literature ... a future machanical engineer.
Scientific Society 5; Varsity Baseball Team 5; Intramural Sports.
FUAD AHMAD UTHMAN
Native son of Erbil and can tell you all about the North . . . spent some of
his school years in the boarding section . . . could easily solve the problems
of solid geometry . . . one of the best baseball players in the school . . .
swimming and painting are his pastimes . . . Fuad will continue studies in
petroleum engineering.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 4, 5 ; Varsity Basketball Team 5 ; Varsity
Baseball Team 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
GHAZI ISMAIL AL-CHURBACHI
An amiable student who always seemed to radiate happiness . . . shared the
use of his automobile with his friends ... his collection of records enabled
him to indulge in his hobby of music . . . botany classes were his favorites . . •
brought specimens to Father Gerry for the laboratory . . . plans to go abroad
for studies in engineering.
Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
GHAZI MUHAMMAD SABIH AL-KHUDHAIRI
One of tallest boys in the class, and readily observed in the daily lineups . . .
found the Arabic classes enjoyable . . . has a fondness for Arabic and English
literature . . . often seen behind the wheel of the family car . . . found relax-
ation in listening to his large collection of records . . . favorite sport was
swimming . . . will study economics.
Intramural Sports.
GHAZI ABDULLAH AL-QASSAB
Enthusiastic member of the Debating Society . . . occupied the vice-pres-
ident's chair in his senior year . . . has a wide circle of friends . . . enter-
tained the class on picnics . . . has a fine collection of stamps . . . physics
was his favorite subject in school . . . has read many books . . .Ghazi has
chosen a career in engineering.
Debating Society 4 {Sergeant at Arms), 5 {Vice-President).
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HIKMAT SIMAN FARJO AL-JAZRAWI
Liked nothing better than a discussion on sports . . . champion handball
player and boxer . . . looked on the humorous side of life . . . fifth year
found him a member of Father Quinn's football team . . . preferred biology
to his other subjects . . . Hikmat has hopes of entering Engineering College
in Baghdad after receiving his diploma.
Varsity Football Team, 4, 5; Handball Finals 1, 4; Boxing Finals 3, 4; Intra-
mural Sports.
IHSAN MUHAMMAD CHALABI AL-KHUDHAIRI
A familiar figure in the school garden, discussing the affairs of the day . .
travelled to Lebanon in the summer . . . studied French in his spare mo-
ments . . . found mathematics classes the most interesting in his school
years . . . member of champion 5B baseball team . . . has a large corres-
pondence . . . will continue studies in mechanical engineering.
Intramural Sports.
ISHKAN GARABET AZARIAN
Rode his bicycle to school each day in rain and shine . . . helped Father
Guay prepare for the chemistry laboratory periods . . . perrennial second
baseman for his class team . . . formidable member of the football team . . .
his friendly smile and genuine school spirit admired by all . . . will make
advanced studies in his favorite subject, chemistry.
Debating Society 5; Scientific Society 4, 5; Varsity Football Team 3, 4, 5; Intra-
mural Sports.
JALAL AZIZ SHALLAL
Always had a kind word for everyone . . . came to Baghdad College from
Tel Kaif . . . never missed the Sodality meetings ... by constant practice
he attained his coveted position on the varsity basketball team . . . found
reading a real relaxation . . . named trigonometry as his favorite subject . . .
hopes to fulfill his ambition to study medicine.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 4, 5; Scientific Society 4, 5; Debating So-
ciety 4, 5; Dramatic Society 5; Varsity Basketball Team 5; Intramural Sports.
JAMIL ELIAS YUSUF
One of the fortunate few to visit Bethlehem in fourth year . . . played a
fast game of basketball . . . interested in music and played the guitar on
class picnics
. . . one of the best swimmers in the school . . . worked hard
on his English homework . . . plans uncertain but hopes to continue studies
in engineering.
Sacred Heart League 5; Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
JOSEPH FUAD KUYUMJIAN
Small in stature but has an abundance of energy . . . cheerful is the word
that describes him
. . . led the cheers for his class in athletic contests . . .
swimming and tennis were his favorite sports . . . holidays found him on a
hunting trip
. . . ready to argue at a moment's notice . . . electrical engi-
neering appeals to him.
Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
KAMAL MUHAMMAD ALI AL-TAHAN
One of the youngest members of our class . . . author of many Arabic es-
says . . . known as a quiet but friendly student who performed the daily
tasks faithfully . . . had a good time on the class picnics . . . played tennis
in his spare time . . . found the mathematics classes easy . . . mechanical
engineering is his chosen field.
Debating Society 4, 5; Scientific Society 5.
KAMAL JACK TEREZA
A smile was his trademark . . . won many medals in the track meets . . .
regular member of varsity basketball team . . . treasurer of the Sodality in
his senior year . . . with equal grace took victory or defeat in athletic con-
tests . . . worked hard on the physics problems . . . ambition is to become
a pilot.
Sodality 4, 5 {Treasurer); Varsity Football Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Basketball
Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Track Team 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Baseball Team 5;
Intramural Sports.
KANNU KHAMMU KANNU
A soft-spoken young man from the North . . . yearned for the summer hol-
idays so he could return to Tel Kaif . . . spent his afternoons in the library
reading room, perusing the magazines . . . listened to the radio every night . .
.
spent many hours on his chemistry homework . . . hopes some day to become
a doctor.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 4; Dramatic
Society 5; Intramural Sports.
KHALID BOULOS ATTISHA
A boy who used his time profitably . . . each day found him prepared for
classes . . . botany was his favorite subject . . . intrigued by laboratory exper-
iments . . . grew to become one of tallest boys in the class . . . Sodality
and Scientific Society were among his activities . . . has already made plans
to enter medical school next year.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 5; Scientific Society 5.
KHALID RUFAIL HINDU
Showed a genuine interest in activities and athletics of the school . . . prom-
inent member of Sodality and Sacred Heart League . . . starred on the
varsity football team
. . . played the outfield with distinction on the 5B
team . . . preferred scientific subjects . . . enjoyed listening to good music. . .
a strong swimmer . . . will study mechanical engineering.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 4, 5; Varsity
Football Team 2, 5; Varsity Track Team 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
KRIKOR ALEXANDER SHIRINIAN
Had no peer in the field of dramatics . . . perennial speaker at the elocution
contests . . . spent his holidays reading the drama . . . physics classes were
no burden to him . . . often seen in the garden browsing over a book . . .
interested spectator at the intramural games . . . plans to go abroad to
study mechanical engineering.
Elocution Finals 2, 3, 4, 5; Dramatic Society 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 4, 5.
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LEON WARTAN SKENDERIAN
His calm and peaceful way of life was never disturbed . . . never known to
worry . . . worked during the summer months in a music shop . . . played
a good game of tennis when time permitted . . . English classes were h.'s
chief interest . . . will enter Commercial College to prepare for a career in
business.
Intramural Sports.
MAJID NAUM AZZU
An authority on world affairs . . . avid reader of daily newspapers . . . hand-
ball was his favorite diversion and few could equal him . . . member of 5B
championship baseball team . . . solved problems in physics and mathe-
matics without an effort . . . always looked on the bright side of life . . .
a course in engineering is his choice for the future.
Sodality 4; Sacred Heart League 5; Handball Finals 1, 2, 3; Varsity Track Team
3, 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
*
MIKHAIL ABDULAHAD JURJIS
A winning manner and a cheerful greeting made him a popular classmate . . .
knew the rules of baseball and umpired the games for Father Quinn. . . his
questions in religion class cleared up our difficulties . . . interested in his-
tory . . . found relaxation with a detective story . . . political economy will
be Mikhail's future work.
Elocution Finals 2; Varsity Basketball Team 1, 2, 3; Varsity Football Team
1, 2, 3; Varsity Baseball Team 5; Intramural Sports.
MUFID RASHID MIRZA
A leading scholar of the class . . . shared his knowledge with his classmates. .
member of several societies and vice-president of the Sacred Heart League. . .
chemistry and mathematics were his special interest . . . always willing to
help in any school activity ... his name usually appeared on the honor
roll . . . plans uncertain but will continue studies abroad.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Vice-President) ; Scientific
Society 4, 5; Debating Society 4, 5; Dramatic Society 5.
MUNIR LEON BLSHARA
Prominent member of school organizations . . . secretary of both the De-
bating and Scientific Societies . . . English was his favorite subject and he
has read many of Shakespeare's works . . . found real enjoyment listening
to classical music . . . took part in an occasional game of tennis ... an
advanced course in literature is his ambition.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Scientific Society 4, 5 (Secretary); Debating Society 4, 5 (Secre-
tary) ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
MUNTHAR ELIAS ZARA
Loyal member of the Sodality . . . served on the Council in his senior year. . .
star outfielder for the 5A nine . . . paid close attention in algebra classes. . .
his bicycle took him to the four corners of the city . . . puttered around his
garden in the summer months . . . intends to study engineering after grad-
uation.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Intramural Spurts.
MURAD DIKRAN KAZANJIAN
Versatile member of the track team . . . shattered many records for the pole
vault . . . champion boxer in his class . . . took part in the Debating So-
ciety . . . interested in English literature ... hit many a home run for his
baseball team . . . Murad plans to enter business in Baghdad after receiving
his diploma.
Debating Society 5; Dramatic Society 4; Varsity Football Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity
Basketball Team 2, 3, 4; Varsity Track Team 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Baseball Team
3, 4, 5; Volleyball Team 3, 4; Tennis Finals 4; Boxing Finah 3, 4.
NADHIM FARAJ HASSU
A variety of interests occupied his spare time . . . invincible school champion
of table tennis . . . usually appeared in the tennis finals . . . had an appre-
ciation for music and played the organ at devotions in chapel . . . mathe-
matics classes appealed to him . . . veteran handball player . . . will contin-
ue studies in the College of Pharmacy.
Sacred Heart League 4, 5; Scientific Society 5; Table Tennis Finals 1, 2,
Handball Finals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Tennis Finals 4; Intramural Sports.
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NAMIR NASRI ALMASIAN
Came to Baghdad College from Mosul . . . toured the city on his bicycle . . .
never missed a class picnic ... a talented accordian player . . . placed biol-
ogy classes at top of the list . . . noon recreations were spent watching the
baseball games . . . liked a game of handball ... a radio enthusiast . . .
future plans centered around a course in engineering.
Debating Society 4; Intramural Sports.
POPKIN MARKAR MARKARIAN
Noted for his easy-going
. . examinations and quizzes held no
terror for him . . . his steady pitching brought 5A to the baseball finals . . .
often seen around the basketball courts . . . went on hunting trips when
holidays came around
. . . famous for his perfect handwriting ... a capable
swimmer
. . . will study engineering after graduation.
Scientific Society 4; Tennis Finals 3; Intramural Sports.
RAYMOND AMBROSE VINCENT
Combined studies and athletics for a successful five years . . . starred on
varsity football team . . . flashy shortstop on all his class teams . . . president
of the Sodality in senior year . . . spent his summers at Habbaniyya . . .
tennis and track champion . . . has a liking for popular music . . . plans not
definite but will continue studies.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 (President); Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Sanctuary Society
1, 2, 3, 4; Dramatic Society 4; Varsity Football Team 3, 4. 5; Varsity Baseball
Team 3, 4, 5; Varsity Track Team, 3, 4, 5; Tennis Finals 2, 3; Handball Finals 3;
Intramural Sports.
SABAH HERMES ATCHU
Wore a smile of confidence most of the time . . . secretary of the Sacred
Heart League . . . often appeared on the handball courts . . . rated mathe-
matics as his chosen subject . . . has made a hobby of painting . . . interested
member of the Debating Society . . . swimming was his favorite sport . .
,
determined he will be a successful doctor.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 5 (Secretary): Scientific Society
Society 5; Intramural Sports.
; Debating
SABIH ALBERT LAWRENCE
A welcome member in any gathering in the school . . . zealous member of
the Sodality and Sacred Heart League . . . found the English classes most
enjoyable . . . listens to his records in the evening, when homework is fin-
ished . . . his perpetual smile and hearty laugh well known to all . . . plans
to study geology after graduation.
Sodality 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Debating Society 4, 5; Scientific
Society 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
SAIB ABDUL-KARIM AHMAD
Studious by nature but with a wide variety of interests
. . . frequently seen
in the school garden, writing his homework . . . kept the teachers busy with
his questions in class . . . had a special liking for physics and biology . . .
seen at the cinema on holiday afternoons
. . . will continue his studies abroad.
Intramural Sports.
SAMI SAYID BAQIR AL-HASANI
Gifted with a happy personality ... his name appeared frequently on the
honor roll . . . could solve any problem in geometry ... an Arabic scholar. . .
appeared in elocution contests . . . found detective stories a pleasant diver-
sion . . . Al Iraqi worker . . . spent a lot of time on his chemistry home-
work . . . has chosen engineering as his profession.
Al Iraqi Staff 5.
SAMI JIHAD MARRUGI
Ready at any time for a discussion on class matter . . . usually found in the
lineup of his class baseball team . . . spent many a noon recreation on the
school basketball court . . . interested in the study of English literature . . .
considered music to be his favorite pastime . . . plans indefinite but hopes
to continue studies.
Sodality 3 ; Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5 ; Elocution Finals 2, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
SURIN AWADIS KASBAR
An even temperament and happy disposition gained him many friends in
school
. . . could be found on the tennis courts after school . . . took part
in the handball tournaments . . . showed a strong liking for mathematics . . .
collected stamps as a hobby . . . will study electrical engineering upon com-
pletion of his school days.
Intramural Sports.
SURIN AGOP BIRSIMIAN
One of the first to find a solution to the physics problems
. . . outstanding
star on the varsity football team ... his play at first base helped bring the
baseball cup to 5B . . . wrote English compositions with little effort . . .
took an active part in the Debating Society
. . .has read many books . .
plans to enter business.
Debating Society 4, 5; Scientific Society 4; Varsity Football Team 3, 4, 5; Varsity
Baseball Team 5; Intramural Sports.
TAHSIN MUHAMMAD AL-AMIN
Worthy son of Horaman in Iran ... an authority on Kurdish customs and
traditions . . . industrious worker for Al Iraqi . . . varsity basketball player
in the tradition of his brother, Taimur . . . ecxelled in English composi-
tions . . . keen student of current events . . . profited by his membership in
the Debating Society . . . veteran boarding student ... a future political
Scientific Society 4 ; Debating Society 5 ; Al Iraqi Stajf 5 ; Vanity Basketball Team
,; Intramural Sports.
TARIQ. KHALIL DIB
A long list of activities testifies to his versatility
. . . held offices in the Sodal-
ity and Scientific Society . . . had an ear for good music . . . outdoor life
and hunting appealed to him . . . played an excellent game of tennis . . .
has read extensively in his favorite subject, English literature . . . success in
medical studies is assured.
Sodality 3, 4, 5 (Secretary); Sacred Heart League 5; Scientific Society 4, 5 (Treas-
urer) ; Debating Society 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Al Iraqi Staff' 4, 5 ; Intramural
Sports.
TARIQ. ILIA JAZRAWI
Can tell you all about the petroleum industry in his native city, Kirkuk . . .
ready at any time to expound his philosophy of life . . . frequently seen
studying in the school garden . . . generous member of the Sodality . . .
music was his hobby . . . worked hard on biology homework . . . Tariq has
made plans to specialize in medicine.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 4, 5.
Al Iraqi — 3
USAM HANNA AZIR
Distinguished himself on baseball field as champion pitcher in the school
. . .
a medalist in boxing and handball . . . considered music a profitable pas-
time
. . . preferred the study of physics . . . favorite diversion was a swim
in the Tigris
. . . always on hand for the football practice ... a candidate
for the Royal Medical College.
Varsity Football Team 5 ; Varsity Baseball Team 5 ; Boxing Finals ]
Finals 1,3; Intramural Sports.
3 ; Handball
USAMA FADHIL AL-JAMALI
Made many enduring friendships in his school years ... his extensive read-
ing has given him a vast knowledge of current events . . . rode to school
every day on his bicycle ... a recognized authority on jet planes . . . Eng-
lish classes were a joy to him . . . regular attendant at baseball games . .
electrical engineering is his goal.
Al Iraqi Staff 5.
VARKIS BOGHOS JINUWIZTAN
Dependable member of Father Quinn's football team . . . played third base
on his class team with distinction . . . one of the first to sign for class picnics. . .
found geometry classes the most interesting . . . regiular patron of the cine,
ma . . . could hold his own in any discussion . . . looks forward to a course
in engineering.
Varsity Football Team 3, 5; Varsity Baseball Team 3, 4; Intramural Sports.
WALID FUAD NASIF
Towered over his classmates in the lineups . . . spent many extra hours in
the library reading room . . . adventure stories were his favorites . . . de-
voted his evenings to the radio . . . worked in Baghdad during the loT>g
summer holidays . . . chose biology as his special interest . . . looks forward
to his studies at the Royal Medical College.
Sacred Heart League 3.
WALTON APRIM BABA
Noted for his generous spirit of co-operation
. . . awarded many testimonials
and ribbons for scholastic excellence
. . . loyal rooter for his class teams . . .
scientific subjects were his specialty
. . . stories of adventure occupied his
free moments
. . . president of Scientific Society in senior year ... an en-
thusiastic debater
. . . plans uncertain but will continue studies.
Scientific Society 4, 5 {President); Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
WASKIN MAQDISI MUKHTARIAN
Took an active part in the athletic program . . excelled in football and
boxing
. . . English was his favorite study . . . wrote compositions with
ease
. . . knew all the popular songs . . . summer months found him at the
Tigris for a daily swim
. . . played left field for his class team . . . plans to
specialize in commercial studies.
Varsity Football Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Varsity Track Team 3, 4, 5; Boxing Finals
2, 3; Intramural Sports.
YUSUF ZIYYA ABBU
Made the honor roll consistently during his school years . . . joined many of
the extracurricular activities... executive secretary of the Scientific Society ...
admirable devotion to Sodality projects . . . read English literature for a
pastime . . . excelled in chemistry and physics . . . loyal son of Tel Kaif . . .
wrote essays for Al Iraqi . . . ambition is to become a chemist.
Sodality 3, 4, 5; Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5; Al Iraqi Staff 5; Debating Society
4, 5; Scientific Society 4, 5 (Executive Secretary); Dramatic Society 5.
YUSUF SHAMASHA KURIAL
A smiling classmate who came originally from Zakho ... his conversations
enlivened by many gestures ... a regular attendant at the intramural
games . . . spent his summer vacations in the North . . . classical music pro-
vided his favorite relaxation . . . had a strong preference for English classes. . .
a lively member of the Debating Society ... a future mechanical engineer.
Debating Society 5; Intramural Sports.
YUSUF MANSUR MAKHAI
A sincere and personable classmate from the North . . . sang the praises of
Tel Kaif . . . liked nothing better than a game of basketball ... a devoted
and exemplary Sodalist . . . paid close attention in religion classes . . . daily
visitor to the school chapel . . . played a fast game of baseball . . . plans to
devote his labors to political economy.
Sodality 3,4,5; Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Scientific
Societv 4, 5; Dramatic Society 5; Intramural Sports.
ZUHAIR HAJI RAYIH ATIYYA
Native son of Diwaniyya and a popular member of the class . . . liked to
discuss scientific problems with his friends . . . has read widely in Arabic
literature . . . always had an enjoyable day on picnics . . . good music and
science books occupied his free moments . . . rated physics as his favorite
subject ... a future political economist.
Scientific Society 5.

First Row, left to right: Sabah Buraji, Riadh al-Zahawi, Colin Azzu, Hani al-Sabawi, Father La
Mirzian, Sabah Ephram, Saddiq Namu.
Second Row: Joseph Conway, Anwar Killu, Yusuf al-Suwaidi, Sabah Muhammad, Albert Dadishu, Faruq al-Umari, S;
Khalid Fattah, Sabah Najib, Hikmat Dawisha, Sarkis Samuel.
Third Row: Baijar Shcmdin, Emmanuel Marukil, Hikmat Ilia Jazrawi, Edmund Rumaya, Adil al-Husani, Antwan Salim, Amid Rashid
Shawqat Jurjis, Habib Qashat, Warda Marukil.
, S.J., Hagop Makardijian, Arsham
Haidari,
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First Row, left to right: A-Rahman al-Gailani, Salim Hassu, Sabah Mayya, Faruq Abdul-Latif, Father Powers, S.J., Robert Ohannessian,
Sabah Shina, Sami al-Badir, Sabah al-Shaikh.
Second Row: Salman Dawisha, Jalal Habbu, Edmond Wartan, Ramzi Skender, Berj Huwakimian, Hikmat Attisha, Saib Tappouni,
Adnan Shaltagh, Sarush Wahbi, Minas Nazarian.
Third Row: Muhammad Shwailiyya, George Mirza, Salim Habbu, Nadhim Hanna Shaikh, Sabah Mairi, Munir Fernandez, Hagop Wart-
kisian, Jamal Fario, Tami Krikorian, Maruk Tumasian, Sami Naami, Jirair Hovsepian.
First Row, left to right: Leslie Burby, H.Kinat llu, John Roy, Henry Simc
Kagham Markarian, Abdul-Wahid Abdul-Rahman.
Second Row: Sumer Hermes, Karnik Sadurian, Basil Makiyya, Vraj Ki
al-Amir, William Paulus, Ramzi Atchu, Rufail Rumaya.
Third Row: Yahya Barsum, Amir Salbi, Faruq Shina, Louis Kammanu, Majid Rashid, Jamil al-Chalabi, Bedros Daghili
Namir Abbas, Eric Loftman, Habib Salim.
Father Sullivan, S.J., Najib Shammam, Antranik Garoshian,
Shafiq Qassaz, Faraj Daiza, Michael Manni, Hudhail
Sabah Abbu,
First Row, left to right: Berj Martin, Ziyya Yoab, Ohannes Ghazarus, Andrawis Jibrail, Thamir al-Gailani, Father Larkin, S.J., Zuhair
Yusuf, Arshavir Yamayan, Usam Sabah, Salim Jazrawi, Hamid al-Naqashli.
Second Row: Naqi Tereza, Ismat Antun, Anushuvan Shahuwian, Antranik Thaddeus, Varush Zaghkuni, Ohannes Tchobanian, Francis
George, Adnan Ghantus, Namir Kirdar.
Third Row: Gilbert Essayi, Samir Hanna Shaikh, Usama Abdullah, Ala Abbosh, Faruq Maghazaji, Walid Assaf, Hisham al-Windawi,
Mukarrim al-Umari, Faruq Ziada, Ninus Ishu, Stamatis Peter.
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mad Khunda, Richard
First Row, left to right: Basil Abdul-Mahdi, Amir Sittu, Kamran a!-Qaradaghi, Ismail Awad, Father Mahan, S.J., Manuel Maizi, Adnan
George, Hassan al-Shahwani, Muhammad Said.
Second Row: Zaid Abbosh, Ramzi Sequeira, Hartiyun Yaminian, Najib Mansur, Qais Atiyya, Sirop Ohannessisn, Nadhmi Awji, Falah
Sabah, Vartan Barsumian, Charles Yuhanna.
Third Row: Bahnam Qasirat, Wadhah Jamil, Faruq Kubba, Qusai Akram, Ghazi al-Khatib, Khalid Khadduri Joseph Abbosh, Faiz
Tappouni, Warant Ohannessian, Sinan Abdul-Fattah, Hagop Ghazarian.
First Row, left to right: Sahal al-Sanawi, Muayyid al-Amir
Ahmad, Tatul Papazian, Munthar Shaina.
Second Row: Walid al-Askari, Sudad Abdullah, Sami Fi
Munaf al-Naqib, Haik Lajinian, Samir Zainal.
Third Row: Tariq al-Haimus, Ghassan Majid, Sawa Issa, Hrand Siropian, Boghos Kafkafian, Mu
Naqib, Albert Nasir, Hikmat Yusuf, Faruq Faraj.
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First Row, left to right: Samir Lawrem
Mirza, Naman al-Rawi, Nabil Hikari.
Second Row: Zuhair Faraj, Joseph Ruman, Baruii
Alali, Falar Ishu, Abdul-llah Kafll, Anwar Naji.
Third Row: Surin Azizian, Sabah Killu, Warujan Kararr
Edward Hakhwardian, Shakir Mursi, Abdul-Wahid Makiyya.
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Tahsin Awji, Amin Husain, Qasim al-Tuama, Korkis Daud, Yusuf Baku,
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First Row, left to right: Walid Yunis, Said al-Charmukli, Khaldun Abdul-Baqi, Akram al-Hilali, Father Jolson
Jamal ShaSU, Hikmat Hindi, Korkis Shamuel.
Second Row: Wilson Ishaq, Hartiyun Hagop, Farid Yusuf Mikha, Samir George, Nawwaf Nuri, Misak Mamaria
Abdul-Baqi, Samir Shabandar, Qahtan al-Azzawi, Tariq Makiyya.
Third Row: Edward Abdulahad, Husam al-Hadi, Sadiq Ali, Tuma Ishu, Wayil al-Tai, Ghanim Saisi, Mawlud Shai
Ghazi Hammud, Haik Balian, Najdat al-Farisi.
S.J., Miqdad al-Ani,
ni. Ibrahim Maluf,
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First Row, left to right: Anvs
Munir Qambar Agha, Tariq al-Hi
Second Row: Salim al-Ani, Ihsan Ibrahim, Kamal Aris, Sabah Tuminna, Nazar F
Fadhli, Samir Banni, Antranik Jadikian, Aram Thaddeus.
Third Row: Ibrahim Hikmat, Aram Wartanian, Noel Emmanuel, Abdul-Aziz Ka
Sattam, Nabil al-Bassam, Sadiq Atiyya, Basil Balian, Rustum Dulayan.
.
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First Row, left to right: Samir Butros, Walid Nannis, Yusuf Hanna, Mawlud Ilia, Father Hamel, S.J., Ghassan al-Zahid, Haidar Ismail,
Fawzi Khayyat, Daud Ishaya.
Second Row: Zuharab Kazanjian, Najdat Nafi, Haik Awakian, Antwan Awadissian, Badi Abbu, Yashar Shemdin, Saad Zara, Sarkis
Rushanian, Surin Alexander, Vartan Yasayan, Maurice Yusuf.
Third Row: Basil Faidhi, Samir Philip, Qusai al-Saidi, Fadhil al-Azzawi, Adnan Jihad, Muzhir Hasan, Sami Habbu, Fawzi al-Quraishi,
Mudhaffar Jalil, Mukhtar Hashim, Zuhair Rabban.
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First Row, left to right: Samir Shaffu, Salman Kuhaila, Nasr.
Yuil Yuhanna, Ahmad Rahmatallah.
Second Row: Stephan Ovanessoff, Suhail al-Chalabi, Adnan
Zuhair Dabish, Fawzi Shaba, Nuhad Skender, Zuhair al-Dhahir
Third Row: Nazih Muhammad, WaMd Hindu, Harith Rassam, Basil Bahnam, Nabil Obaji, Charles Ganja, Tawzer Korkis, Wih
Nasir^al-Gailani, Massis Alexanderian, Raja Subhiyya, Claude Shammas.
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First Row, left to right: Nazar al-Khudhairi, Sami Jurjis, Dhari Khamis, Misfir al-.'ludha
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Zuhair Humadi, Khalid Antwan.
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Faruq al-Sarraf, Hafidh al-Attar, Shawqi Talia.
Abdul-Rasul, Rabi Faiq, Qais Karim, Father Banks, S.j., Dhia Azzu, Samir Salman,
Ghassan Nairn, Artin Markassian, Malik Mansur, Fraidun Ishaq,
Muhib al-Amiri,
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First Row, left to right: Muhammad al-Jawhar, Walid al-Qupi, Ramzi ai-Saigh, Qais Sa
Amir Abdulahad, Jalal Tuma, Shamuel Elisha.
Second Row: Hanna Barish, Haik Kakafian, Francis Antun, Falih Akram, Riadh al-Takar
Yusuf a!-Dhaif, Sughuman Sarkisian, Haidar al-Attar.
Third Row: Adnan Hamdani, Abdul-Muhsin Mahdi, Ashraf Karrumi, Qusai Shanshal
nian, Diran Markarian, Ghanim Habib, Munthar al-Fattal, Khalid Elias, Firas Awad.
arrai, Father Loeffler, S.J., Mazin Abdul-Latif,
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Faruq Yusuf, Basil Abdul-Majid. Sami Joseph,
Usam Ibrahim, Sami Tuminna, Nishan Oska-
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First Row, left to right: Asim al-Basir, Faiz Ghazzul, Zaki Bahoda, Hadi Atiyya, Father Qui
Sami Hanna, Najib Yuhanna.
Second Row: Walid al-Abdul-Wahid, Amir Awji, George Ziyya, Samir Abdul-Wahab, Jir
Yusuf Nuri, Wamidh Nadhmi, Mumtaz Qasirat, Shamun Awdishu.
Third Row: Ghassan Atiyya, Fakhir Kirdar, Muwaffaq Aziz, Khalid Naami, Munthar al-Shawka, Hik
Sabah Yusuf, Salim al-Zibaq, Johnny Hamilton, Abdul-Jabbar al-Habib, Paulus John.
S.J., Fuad Abdul-Latif, Khaldun al-Naqib,
Takessian, Amir Ahmad, Sudad al-Jaibaji,
lun, Jamil al-Umarai,
First Row, left to right: Faruq Gizi, Yunis
Munthar Naman, Basil al-Zuhair.
Second Row: Najdat al-Chalabi, Sabah Khayyat, Abdul-Ridha al-Ja
Laith al-Astrabadi, Faraj Abbosh, Najib Jurjis, Shakir Amin.
Third Row: Usama Rumayyah, Yaqub Yusuf, Faris Lutfi, Faiz al-N;
Musa, Yusuf Tuqatli, Mutasim Nairn, Sati Maghzal, Zuhair Tuqatli.
th Abdul-Majid, Luay al-Khalil, Father T. Kelly, S.J., Usam Elias, Marwan Ayyash,
Nazar Khayyat, Bahnam Sliwa, Husain Bahjat, Sabah Abid,
,
William Shushu, Hadi al-Qazwini, Sana al-Athari, Ghassan
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Publicity Committee
Sodality of
The Sodality of Our Lady is the largest and
most active organization in Baghdad College. Father
La Bran served as our Moderator, Father Edmund
Kelly directed the Junior Sodalists and Father Hamel
guided the Candidates. Meetings of these three
groups took place each Tuesday. The daily Mass
in the school chapel was well attended throughout
the entire year and the many committees, pictured
on this page, performed their tasks with admirable
zeal and generosity. The Rosary was recited in Arabic
and English at the Sodality Mass.
The collection for the Poor, sponsored each
year by the Sodalists, was an outstanding success
this year. Nearly seven hundred packages of food
and clothing were contributed by the student body
and distributed at Christmas time to the Poor of the
city. An added feature of our program this year was
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Catechetical Committee Apostolic Committee
Dur Lady
Eucharistic Committee
a series of Masses in the different Oriental Rites.
During the Church Unity Octave in January the
priests representing these rites came to the school
and celebrated Mass in our chapel. The Novena of
Grace, which has become a permanent part of our
program, was conducted in March with great spiri-
tual profit for all who took part. The devotions
during the month of May and the annual reception
of Sodalists on World Sodality Day culminated a
year that enabled each member to exemplify in his
own life the high ideals of the Sodality.
Raymond Vincent was chosen Prefect for the
year, Bedri Nalu was Vice-Prefect, Tariq Dib served
as Secretary and Kamal Tereza as Treasurer. To
the Moderator and Officers we are all indebted for
their direction and guidance during the past scho-
lastic year.
Father Husscy receives a spiritual bouquet fr<
the Sodalists.
Father Dagher addresses students. Marian Committee
w*^^^^s^By^pr s%
Mass in the school chapel.
Sacred Heart
League
OFFICERS
Seated: Fuad Elias, Prefect; Father Mac Neil, Moderator; Mufid
Mirza, Vice-Prefect.
Standing: Sabah Atchu. Secretary ; Nadhim Hassu, Organist.
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Senior Members
of
The League
of the
Sacred Heart
Collectors
for
the Poor
Pictured on this page are the representatives
of the twenty-two classes of Baghdad College, who
take up the collections each week for the Missions
and for the Poor. The charity and generosity of the
students of the school in these collections have
helped in a real way those who are less fortunate
than we in the material possessions of this world.
Father Williams and Father Sullivan acted as Mod-
erators of each group and on Tuesdays and Satur-
days the collectors came to the office to deposit the
contributions of the week. We all watched with
great interest the weekly reports, placed on the
school bulletin board by the Moderator, and tried
to keep our class near the top of the list. The large
amount of money collected during the year brought
happiness to many and gave us all an opportunity
to show our generosity in a worthy cause.
Collectors
for
the Missions
Al Iraqi
Staff
Associate Editors and Art Editors
Seated: Baijar Shemdin, Tariq Dib, Father Mulvehill, Tahsin al-Amin, Edgar Aris.
Standing: Fuad Killu, Joseph Conway, Sabah Khayyat, John Roy.
Less than a week after school opened in Sep-
tember, the moderators, artists and staff members
were organizing their work for the year. With the
March deadline in view all endeavored to fulfill the
assignments as soon as possible. Students of the
senior class reported promptly to the photographer,
while the staff prepared their biographies. Each
undergraduate class was photographed at the school
during November, and before Christmas Father
Larkin had taken pictures of the groups in the var-
ious activities. As the new year opened the stories
in Arabic and English were written and handed in
for publication. Then came the athletic teams and
a summary of sports for the year, and finally we
solicited advertisements from the merchants of
Baghdad who contribute generously each year to
the publication of our yearbook. When the manu-
script was completed we breathed a sigh of relief
and awaited with joyful anticipation the arrival of
Al Iraqi in May.
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BUSINESS MANAGERS
Seated: Yusuf Abbu, Father T. Kelly, Ashur William.
Standing: Sami Baqir, Hikmat Dawisha, Usama Jamali.
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Ghrysostom
Debating Society
Faisal al-Khuri and Tahsin al-An
Seated : Edgar Aris, President ; Father Sullivan, Moderator ; Ghazi
al-Q.assab, Vice-President.
Standing : Munir Bushara, Secretary ; Edmond Wartan, Sergeant
at Anns.
~.
Edgar Aris presiding at one of the debates. Fuad Uthman clarifies a point.
Library
Staff
Seated: Mr. Clarence Burby, Father Miff, Amad Badran.
Standing: Father Quay, Pius Zusimus, Usama Abdullah, Father Banks.
Although the work of the Library Staff gains
little publicity, yet it is one of the most important
and necessary functions of the school. Long hours
are spent cataloguing and marking books, arranging
them in the stack room, and keeping them in order.
Those who take advantage of the library facilities
do not see this work, but it is an endless labor that
continues each day.
Father Miff, chief librarian, was assisted this
year by Father Banks and Mr. Clarence Burby.
Student librarians, who worked after school, were
Amad Badran and Pius Zusimus. The staff not only
organized the library efficiently but also provided
an attractive assortment of books and magazines
for the reading room. During the day when the
library was open for business large numbers of
students took full advantage of the many conven-
iences provided by the staff.
The science library, located in the Rice Memo-
rial Building, caters to those whose special interests
lie in the natural sciences. Here Father Guay and
Father Gerry have assembled nearly 1700 volumes
on a wide variety of scientific subjects. While the
books in the science library are available to the entire
school, the patrons for the most part are students
of Fourth and Fifth High, who find here a valuable
collection of books and magazines to complement
their scientific stiudies. Usama Abdullah assisted
the Fathers as a student librarian in the science
library and devoted much of his leisure time to this
essential work.
Usama Abdullah at his desk in the
After a busy day, a look at the magazines.
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Scientific
Society
7?&
OFFICERS
Seated: Walton Aprim, President; Father Guay, Moderator; Yusuf
Abbu, Executive Secretary.
Standing: Edmund Rumaya, Vice-President; Tariq Dib, Treasurer;
Munir Bushara, Secretary.
Ishkan Azarian takes his turn at the telescope. Father Guay lectures
at a meeting.
Ready for the opening scene. Krikor Shirinian in the starring!
role of Saint Francis Xavier.
'"''"^
Ferdinand Iskender as the Rector of
Saint Barbara's College.
Robert Ohanessian as
Peter Ribadeneira.
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BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Mr. George Cabac makes up Jamal Fattuhi. Wilson Ishaq and Sami Al-Badir as Pearl Fishei
Edgar Aris portrays Saint Ignatius of Loyola.
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Nufal Jamil and Ramzi Dawisha play the
part of merchants on board ship.
ck while his men play games.
Edgar Aris, Munir Bushara and Krikor Shirinian in an
animated discussion.
Sarush Wahbi as the Narrato
Sanctuary
Society
The members of the Saint John Berchmans
Sanctuary Society continued their faithful service
to God this year, and assisted in the various religious
ceremonies of the school. Many students manifested
a willingness and eagerness to share the privileges
that are afforded by this activity. Under the devoted
guidance of Father Bennett the boarding school
members assisted each day in serving the Masses of
the Fathers. New members this year were instructed
in the rubrics of the Mass by the Moderator and in
a short time took their places with the veteran mem-
bers of the organization. Twenty-two Masses are
said each day in the College, and many of these
Masses were served by the boarding students.
The day students also participated in this acti-
vity. They assisted in the Mass celebrated each day
in the school chapel, at Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament, and in the Holy Hour devotions. During
the season of Lent, when the students made the
Way of the Cross on each Thursday morning, the
members also took part. On Sundays and Feast Days
the boys who lived near the school served the Masses
for the people. The Sanctuary Society has thus
offered to many the advantages of assisting at the
altar in religious ceremonies and has fostered in all
of us a profound devotion to the Mass. With fond
anticipation we look forward to the opening of the
new school chapel where we can continue our work
and enable more students to join and take an active
part in our organization.
Senior Finalists
Sabah Kamil, Sami Jihad, Fuad
Uthman, Sami Baqir, Sumer Her-
mes. Standing is Father Loeffler,
Moderator.
ELOCUTION CONTEST
The annual elocution contests, held in the month of March, offer the most enjoyable programs
of the scholastic year. Three boys are chosen from each class, after trials supervised by the teachers,
and the semifinals are then conducted in order to choose from this group the best speakers. The
fortunate ones chosen for the finals then begin an intensive period of practice, and when the con-
test is presented the school witnesses the best assortment of speakers from the student body. The
loud, resonant voices of the participants, their natural gestures, and the interpretation of their
selections provide an entertainment that is heartily enjoyed by the Faculty and the students. The
contestants deliver their talks in both Arabic and English, and the winners are presented with
medals on the night of Graduation in June. The Senior Contest, given by the students of Third,
Fourth and Fifth Years, was directed by Father Loeffler. Father Campbell was in charge of the
Junior Contest, restricted to the classes of First and Second Years.
Junior Finalists
Seated: Anwar Naji, Hikmat Hindi,
Father Campbell, Moderator, Qais
Karim, Falar Ishu.
Standing: Najdat al-Farisi, Hraj
Jaburian, Adil Randquist.
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There has always been a certain fascination in trying to foretell the events of the future. It is a
favorite pastime with many people, and prophets have always been found in the world of sports, of
politics, of science, and all the changing occupations of life. We all must admit that no one knows what
even tomorrow will bring, but that obvious fact has not discouraged those crystal-gazers who arrive
at nebulous conclusions that are based on the whims of man and the uncertainties of nature. However,
each one of us, in some way, must look at the future and plan for a day that has not yet arrived. Indeed,
our world would never have reached its present state of development if man had not peered into the
hidden events of the future.
Now I am going to look at the future world and it may be that some will disagree with my ideas
But I am quite sure that many will consider my portrait of that world a rather accurate description
of coming events. I am no prophet; neither have I been given any special inspiration to reveal the dark
secrets of those things that shall come to pass. Yet, I feel sure that a comparison between the past and
the present, and the present and the future, will lend some credibility to my predictions.
There is no necessity to return to the distant past for our beginning. Let us go back a mere fifty
years. People of that day found it difficult to visualize a carriage that would move along the street under
its own power. Some men spoke of this as a real possibility, but they were considered dreamers by the
vast majority of that day. The idea of a machine flying through the air at incredible speed was out of
the question. It was taken for granted that the birds had a lasting monopoly on all air travel. The notion
of radio and television existed only in the minds of a few learned men, who had come to the conclusion
that all things are possible. These are only a few of the marvels that have developed in the span of
fifty short years. They are a striking proof that the world of tomorrow has limitless possibilities, and
with that idea in mind I shall now draw back the curtain and give you a partial picture of the future.
We are definitely living in an atomic age, although the average man knows little of the mysteries
of the atom. How will it affect the lives of men on this planet? Without a doubt it will be the basis of
every new invention that proceeds from the mind of man. Already atomic energy has made contri-
butions to medical progress, the development of power plants and transportation. If guided into the
right channels for the benefit of man, the good it can accomplish is beyond our imagination.
Rockets powered by this new energy will enable people to travel to far distant lands and return
in a matter of hours. To make a similar journey, even in our own day, would require days and perhaps
weeks of travel in some instances. We may yet see the day when we shall travel in these rockets for a
picnic on the moon, that is, if the moon can be used for such a delightful purpose. Special engines will
be installed in automobiles that will give them the power to fly whenever the necessity arises. The
automobile thus propelled would be controlled by a scientific eye which would watch for all warning
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signals and thus avoid collisions with other vehicles moving in space. The driver would merely sit
inside, arrange the gadgets, and proceed to his destination. Suppose he should change his mind while
on the journey? That would be easy. He would merely press a button, rearrange his instruments, and
move ahead in the new direction .It will, indeed, be a marvelous world!
All the awe-inspiring inventions of the present and the future give us an insight into the tremen-
dous power of the mind of man. They are but the products of his God-given intellect and since man
created them he must direct them in a manner that will keep them within their proper limits. First of
all he can strive to improve the health of people everywhere, and I think the day will come when
some benevolent gas will be produced in the laboratory that will make everyone immune from many
diseases that today afflict men. Perhaps it will be circulated in each and every house in the world by
a new device similar to an air-conditioning unit.
Sj-K
There are other bright prospects for the future, too numerous to mention in this essay. But I
would like to propose to you the idea of a controlled weather bureau. A faint picture of this can be
gained from the fact that already scientists are able to produce rain, and have actually accomplished
this feat. If they can make the rain fall, why should it be impossible to stop it, once it does begin to
fall? In other words, men will govern the weather, and no doubt will assign certain days for rain and
others for sunshine. This will assure good weather for all outdoor events, such as horse races, football
games, and all festal occasions.
These few items represent only a small part of the many surprises which await us in the world
of tomorrow. Perhaps many are secretly laughing at my fantastic predictions, but I find consolation
in knowing that the learned prophets of the past were scoffed at by their contemporaries. We are
all well aware today that their predictions came true, and in many cases the reality far exceeded the
original idea.
Al Iraqi — 5
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The wild north is the name which most of my readers would give to the locality about which I am
writing. My heart does deeply lament to think of people patronizing the Kurds as they would look upon
a group of wild Indians. I am a Kurd, and I know both the civilized world and the wild Kurdistan, as it
is claimed to be. I will try truly to vanquish in those people's minds the thoughts which are antagonistic
to reality, and thus mend their error which is due to a lack of information about this district. I do not
blame them for speaking without sufficient data, because they are accustomed to a different land. All
they see are tarred roads, modern buildings, cars, and other equipment of the twentieth century, as
well as the eye-wearying dimensions of sand. They do not know what is girdled by the rocky mountains
of the wild north. They do not know that encircled by that rocky circumference there is an area of an
unknown paradise. The only ways by which one may find the path of light which will illumine the
darkness of his information about this remote place are by seeing it for himself, or by letting a native
of the place tell him about it.
Since I am a Kurd, I will be met with a considerable amount of incredulity, and the reader will
think that I am bragging or exaggerating in my description. But even though I will proceed without
any diffidence to state what I have in mind, I hope that you will trust in my attempts to convey true
and real facts to you. I am not using this article as a method of propaganda for my native district and
my people, but the sole aim of the article is to allow me to stand before my readers as an information
service.
Kurdistan today is granted natural beauty only. But when God grants only one quality, He com-
pensates by making it a miracle. Kurdistan's beauty is beyond comprehension, and especially in the
spring when the land turns into a sea of green grass waving in the winds like angry waves of a roaring
sea. At this time of the year the whole country is in full color. White snow, blue waters, evergreen trees,
and blood-red flowers all around sleepy and romantic villages, unite to create a magnificent view as
though being painted by a very skillful artist.
Some might wonder where this naturally decorated land is to be found. It is found not in Iraq
only, as some think. It is bordered by Iraq, Iran, Turkey, and Russia. It is an ancient tract which has
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shared with its dwellers the joys and miseries of the long tides of time. What most disappoints the eye
in all this locality is its bullet-riddled and war-scarred ruins. Bursting shells of numerous bloody feuds
have torn up its grounds and delayed its progress.
Here in this place, enfolded by those rocky mountains, live groups of friendly, earnest, and gener-
ally superstitious people. A group ofpeople so remote that even good fortune will not find you a highway
leading to their mysterious land. Occasionally strange sights make an observer more entranced than
pleasant sights. Seeing life in Kurdistan is pleasant only because you learn more about human life, but
life there is positively unfamiliar to the senses of civilized peoples.
It is really astonishing to know how the Kurdish families earn their scanty livelihood. The farmer's
work is undoubtedly the most severe of all, at least until the time he reaches an age where hard work
is no longer possible. If he owns his own property, he goes out from his home with the rest of his family
lust as he sees the blaze of sunrise upon the ranges to the east. He begins a twelve hour day of labor.
He ploughs the ground, prunes the unpruned trees, and brings the fruit down from the high trees.
By mischince he may slip and fall prostrate and motionless to the ground, yet he must take these risks
because those fruits are his only economical resources. While he is occupied at this, his wife is busy
gathering berries from the ground and preparing their simple lunch, unsavoury except to one who is
all but starving from hunger. The youngsters are playing at this time, but the lively spirit they showed
early in the morning lessens with the day as hunger gnaws at their stomachs. At their mother's joyful
summons to lunch, the youngsters rush down upon the food as many young eagles attacking the prey.
You might ask what the family will do after luncheon. The answer is as clear as the silvery waters of a
mountain spring. The grown-ups go back to work until they see the yellow-gold rays of the glorious
sunset send their last glare to the mountain peaks. Then, after packing their tools, and after gathering
the product of the day's work, the family starts its slow march homewards. What home? Is it a home
or a barn? Well, I shall astonish you by stating it is both. One side of it is for the animals and the other
side for their own poor selves. The things inside the house are so unfamiliar and grotesque to you that
I am not going to mention them.
As soon as the family reaches home in the evening, supper is served. Then the father takes care
of the animals, the youngsters creep into their rough beds, and the mother sits down, needle in her
hand, to sew the torn clothes under the dim light of a petrol lamp. Farmers and many other people
live this same scanty life, although their day's work might differ. This kind of life which I have described
is the general lot of the Kurds, and especially the lot of villagers. However, not all Kurds live their days
in this manner; many live a very happy life.
Up to this day superstition is a Kurdish tradition. Kurds still believe in things unbelievable. Dur-
ing a plague or a drought year, instead of praying and asking God to have mercy on them, they all go
and kneel down by the edge of a grave or around an old tree. They beg the occupant of the grave and
the holiness of the tree to save them from devastation. They consider the dead man a saint, ignoring
the fact that many of the people living about them are much better people than the occupant of the
grave ever was during his life. All this practice does not mean that the Kurds are negligent in practicing
their real religion. As a matter of fact they cling to it as a piece of iron sticks to a magnet.
In general, Kurds are men of great courage and implicit obedience. Their feud blood and their
belief in fatalism sometimes cause bloody feuds among different tribes. Often two tribes fight as a
result of a very small incident. They fight under the leadership of their chiefs, doing whatever the chiefs
tell them even "though hell should bar the way".
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It is an interesting sight to watch the armed forces of a tribe gather. The chief sends out messengers
ordering all subordinate chiefs to come to his presence with all their men. Once the orders are received,
the sub-chiefs march to the capital. They spend the night in the chief's diwan. Just cross the threshold
and you will see a sight that will intrigue you. At the rear ofthe long room,the chief sits upon a long colored
mattress. Ranged beside him are his brothers and relatives, placed according to their age, their chests
buried under bandoleers. Leaning against the walls near the door stand the servants, holding their
merciless guns and ready at a word to attempt to do the impossible. In the morning — the morning
of farewell — the chief, who must be a man of great courage and deep conviction, gives the army a
fiery speech which stirs the noble blood of every fighter. He reminds his men that "victory or death"
should be the result of the fight. The fighting men march towards the battleground to face the deadly
bullets of the enemy. While they are away, the families must wait; and then they weep or rejoice, as
the case may be.
The Kurdish custom of celebrating feasts and marriage ceremonies is the most singular of all
customs. The holiest feast in all Kurdistan is the birthday of Muhammad. On the eve of this feast the
house of the chief is in a tumult of preparation. A few hours after daybreak the house rings with the
stampeding of human feet. In the diwan sit the dignitaries and religious men of the region. Outside
the house hundreds of empty stomachs wait impatiently for food. Then the chief religious man begins
to read from the Koran which was sent to Muhammad by the Creator of the Universe. Meantime all
hands are raised, palms turned toward the sky, and lips begin talking to God in a whispering voice.
Many watches, rings, and money cases are placed under the mattress on which the chief religious man
is sitting. People consider, curiously enough, that in this manner their watches will last forever, their
rings will become blessed and will bring grace to them, and their money cases will never be empty.
No one dares to say that this act is simply superstition, for he will be laughed at and scorned by all,
and will be accused of Nihilism. The time to dine at length comes, and each one takes as much as he
likes. Everything ends with dinner. The walls of the house reverberate with the sound of retreating
steps and with the vibrating voices of grateful poor people who beg Almighty God to save their chief,
who has filled their empty stomachs with so many good things.
The first thing a Kurd does on a marriage day is to put his hand to the levelling of an area of land
for dancing. Festivities begin early in the morning with group after group coming out of their homes
like bees rushing out of hives, until there is an eager swarm with each one anxious to share the felicity
of the day. Men form arcs and semicircles as a prelude to their dance. Soon the young women join
them to add magnetism to an already enchanting scene. These beguiling hours lengthen until bride
and bridegroom appear upon the scene. Once they meet, the dance is over. If the betrothed are persons
of some dignity, entertainment other than dancing is provided for the pleasure of the noble retinues.
Chevaliers on spirited steeds rush into the open field as though it were a battleground. Dashing forward
with incredible speed, they draw their guns suddenly; and to the delight of the crowd their bursting
bullets hit the target which was aimed at. The gaiety of the day is chilled when people go to bring the
bride to the bridegroom's home. For the meeting of the bride and bridegroom for the first time is the
signal for the crowd's festivities to end.
Thus I end my sketch of Kurdistan and the Kurds. I would be lacking in true Kurdish hospitality
if, after describing the land and the people, I did not press upon you a welcome to come and see, and
enjoy the grandeur of the country and the charm of its people.
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One of the great problems of the world today centers around science and the men of science. Has
the marvelous scientific progress of the past fifty years been a blessing to mankind? Or rather, has
science led man to the position where his very existence is now in danger? From the laboratories have
come weapons that have wrought destruction and death on a large scale. But it is also true that the
findings of science have offered comfort, ease, and life itself to the sick, and have brought relief to the
wounded and suffering on beds of pain. Who can solve this problem for us?What authority can enlight-
en us on this difficult question?
Once there was a great city with a long history of progress and advancement in all phases of life.
It had beauty and culture, and its people were prosperous. Thousands of men, women and children
lived within its confines, and happily attended to their business and pleasure. The streets and parks
resounded with the shouts of children at play. And then, in one swift moment, all this life and gaiety
were silenced, the proud history had vanished, the beauty gave way to ugly scars, and the symbols of
prosperity fell in ruins. A terrible catastrophe had struck them, and those who survived knew not its
cause. Gaping holes in the ground, shattered ruins and blackened buildings were mute testimonies
of the force that had leveled the city. The cause of that disaster, like many another, was inevitably laid
at the door of science.
There was another city, similar to the one described, and it, too, met with misfortune. But here
nature itself interceded, for a plague had gripped the city. Germs multiplied by the millions, and sick-
ness and fatigue rendered the inhabitants helpless. Many dragged themselves to hospitals, only to find
them crowded; others died before aid could reach them. Then, as if by magic, the plague subsided,
and health and strength returned to the sick. Skilled doctors had already found a cure for this ill and
in a short time the plague vanished as quickly as it had appeared. In seeking the cause of their good
fortune the people found that it was due to the researches of science.
Scientists have been praised for the wonderful work they have done for humanity, for the diseases
they have conquered, for the comfort they have brought to millions, and for their unflagging efforts
to bring a greater measure of happiness to their fellow men. But these same men have been bitterly
cursed because of the destruction their inventions have wrought and for the lethal weapons they have
produced. Are these men a menace? Or are they a blessing?
How often have we beheld a bridge so long that the human eye could scarcely span its distance?
We have seen ships so large that they resembled a floating city, pass beneath those same bridges. Gi-
gantic buildings whose spires reach to the clouds are a monument and a tribute to the men of science.
Air liners speed from one nation to another and bring the peoples of the world into the most intimate
contact. Health centers and hospitals have sprung up in every corner of the world to minister to afflicted
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men. Why? Because the men of science have dedicated themselves to the service of humanity; at the
cost of great sacrifice they have labored for the betterment of man. In a true sense, they are benefactors
of the human race, and are worthy of the highest praise.
But in contrast to that heroic picture we find that many scientists are engaged in perfecting the
instruments of death. In large quantities they produce weapons that will kill thousands in time of war.
Others more terrible and more deadly are planned in the race to produce the most effective weapon.
There are some who believe that such weapons are a deterrent to war but, sad to say, history proves
them wrong. Nations may hate a war, but individual men have used their influence in the past to start
conflcts, when they thought the time was ripe for conquest. The struggle for superiority in weapons
is as old as man, and even during intervals of peace the men of science have been forging the tools
of war.
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No scientist is to be condemned for his part in the development of such weapons. The fault lies
not with him, but with the men who guide the destinies of great masses of the people. The solution
for this evil, like all the evils in the world, is to be found in the laws of God. If individual men and
the great leaders of the world adhere to God's law, there will be no occasion for using these weapons.
Lasting peace cannot be found in steel and iron; it can only come from submission and obedience to
the laws of God.
Let us not condemn science. Neither let us condemn the scientist. But rather let their inventions
be used for constructive and not destructive purposes; let their weapons be dedicated to the preser-
vation of life and not to the spreading of death ; let them be directed to the conquest of disease and
not to the subjugation of nations. Modern civilization owes a great debt to science and if the havoc
brought about by men has been intensified by the inventions of scientists, we cannot condemn them
as individuals for this misfortune. The gifts of science are numberless, and even the forbidding thought
of atomic power has tremendous possibilities for the betterment of mankind. But that will depend not
on the scientist, but the leaders of the world. If they will reflect on the dignity of man, they will use
these gifts to make a better world in which man can live happily and work out his salvation.
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We have often heard our parents or friends speaking about someone in this manner: "He is a
very ambitious young man." They usually mean by this statement that such a person is not content
with the ordinary, but aspires to do great things in school, business, or in whatever work he is engaged.
The objects of a man's ambition are numberless. He might desire to be a doctor, a lawyer, a teacher
a soldier, an engineer, or any of the other occupations and professions open to men. One thing is certain.
The man of real ambition is not easily discouraged. Any obstacle to the achievement of his desire can
and must be overcome. He is never satisfied until he has attained the goal of his ambitions.
There are, of course, extremes to be avoided in this matter as in any other. Many of the leaders
of history were ambitious men, to be sure; but often their ambition was a proud, selfish, and sometimes
disastrous desire to subjugate other men and other nations. The object of their ambitions was not a
just, honorable and peaceful one. They had a goal, but with minds clouded by pride and hate, they
adopted evil means to reach it. The really ambitious man is aware of his own strength and weakness.
He is not satisfied with mediocrity, but envisions a lofty goal. Then, like the expert mountain climber,
he continues on and on until, victorious over all difficulties, he reaches the goal of his desires. There
are not lacking examples of noble and truly ambitious men, and they became better men for their
possession of this admirable virtue.
Many years ago, in a lonely mountain village hidden away from the world, a child was born to
a poor farmer and his wife. Isaac, as the boy was named, lost his father when a child, and his mother
had to bring him up on the generous aims offered by relatives and friends. A few short years after the
death of his father his mother also died, and the child was left an orphan at the age of seven. Lacking
the proper food and care, he was taken to the home of one of the wealthy men in the village. The kind
man made the boy one of his shepherds. From sunrise to sunset he walked the fields, tending his sheep.
One bleak day, as the first traces of darkness crept over the surrounding hills, the man noticed that
the young shepherd was unusually late in returning with his flock. Fearful lest some harm might
have come to the boy, he set out on horseback to find him. The next morning, while riding through
an open field, he found the boy lying on the ground and severely wounded in the arms and legs. The
boy and his flock had been attacked by a savage wolf and, in an attempt to protect his sheep, he had
been clawed and bitten by the animal. Amazed at the bravery and courage of the youth, the man adopt-
ed him as his son, bought him fine clothes, and sent him to primary school.
The life of a soldier appealed to the boy and one day he told his stepfather of his ambition. The
man agreed heartily, and from that day on all the boy's youthful efforts were dedicated to achieving
this goal. Anticipating the day when he would be an officer in the army of his country, Isaac would
gather his friends together, draw them up in battle formation, and wage mock warfare until the bell
for class called the boys to their books,
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Time passed quickly and at last Isaac was graduated from secondary school with high honors.
He was accepted as a student in a military school and resolved to do his utmost to become a model
soldier. Years of exacting training followed, in which his boyhood ambitions were developing with
rapid strides. The day finally arrived when he finished his studies and Isaac was one of the proudest
boys in his class as he received the officer's bars in the army of his country. The bravery of the young
shepherd boy was doubled and tripled when he assumed his duties, and as the years passed by this
young officer became the proud holder of many medals for valor and heroism. Higher promotions
followed until at last he was appointed to one of the highest positions in the army. His superior officers
had watched him progress in his career and were confident he would fulfill their hopes in him, just
as his stepfather had been confident of his success many years ago in the lonely village of his birth.
But it was all a personal victory for Isaac, for he had established an ideal in his youth and adhered to
that ideal until it brought him to goal of his ambition.
This short story is but one of the many illustrations of the real meaning of ambition. If this virtue
is practiced with proper regard for charity and prudence, it is a noble and praiseworthy adornment
for a man's life. The present day, more than any other period in history, offers to young men the oppor-
tunity for success in all walks of life. But success comes only to those who seek it, and the palm of
victory will be won only by those who have the will and the desire to obtain it. That is the true meaning
of ambition, and it is the key that opens the door to success and happiness in the many professions
of life.
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One morning a few years ago, while the students of the school were busy in their classrooms, the
sound of a motor was heard overhead. That fact itself was not unusual, since many planes come in
low over the school before landing at the Baghdad airport. But the noise persisted, and the plane seemed
to be circling the school. Then it grew louder and louder until we thought it must be just above the
buildings. Suddenly the school bell rang and six hundred boys rushed from their classrooms to behold
a beautiful sight. There was a helicopter, only a few meters above the administration building, gliding
slowly, like a giant bird, until at last it descended almost vertically, and came to rest on the ball field.
I had never seen anything like this before and I rushed to the scene to examine this strange creature.
That was the beginning of my interest in helicopters and I have since found by my study that the
drama I witnessed that morning was the climax of long years of patient research, engineering skill,
and seemingly endless experimentation.
When the Wright Brothers performed their first successful flight in an airplane, a new era began
that was to be known as the air age. The airplane was considered one of the most remarkable achieve-
ments ever produced by man. One improvement followed upon another until air transportation became
one of the accepted realities of everyday life. Men had dreamed for centuries of a machine that would
fly; it remained for the twentieth century to bring that dream to fruition.
So spectacular is the airplane that it has hidden from our view another dream that men had, na-
mely, an aircraft completely different in structure, design, and use. That was the helicopter. The
idea of such a vehicle had been in the minds of men for ages, but it was not until twenty- five years ago
that real progress was made in the construction of such a craft. The pioneers it this field faced a greater
difficulty in developing their project because more people were skeptical about its possibility. Many engi-
neers, even among those who worked on the helicopter, doubted if such a machine could be produced.
One of these engineers, however, did not give up. His name is Igor I. Sikorsky, and to him goes
much of the credit for the development of the modern helicopter. Sikorsky labored many years on
this project and was able to announce in 1939 that he would hold an experimental flight. On September
14 of that year the experiment was conducted and before an admiring throng of spectators he raised
his fragile ship and flew into space. For the next two months engineers worked to improve this model
and to eradicate the defects which were observed on the first flight. Then, in the month of December
an accident befell the helicopter in flight, and once again the skeptics wondered.
Less enthusiastic men might have abandoned the project then and there. But Sikorsky and his
associates began a complete re-examination of the plans. Each part was carefully checked and tested.
The rotary propellers, so vital to this form of aircraft, were arranged differently, in order to balance
more evenly the machine in motion, and to control its direction in take-offs and landings. In May,
1940, tests were once again conducted, and these proved more satisfactory. One point still was far
from perfect, and that was the forward movement of the machine. This, of course, was one of the major
problems of the engineers, and during most of that year this phase alone was studied and tested.
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In the late summer a ninety-horsepower engine was installed and experiments conducted to test
the machine in fast flight. It was found that the helicopter could travel at moderate speeds up to forty
miles per hour, but during these tests additional difficulties were observed in the control of the craft.
By the end of the year many of these defects had been remedied and several flights were made to test the
improvements. The real day of triumph for Sikorsky came in May, 1941, when he announced that he
would try for an endurance record. He remained aloft in his helicopter for one hour and thirty-two
minutes and his flight convinced him, and most of the skeptics, that the helicopter as a form of trans-
portation was definitely practical.
One of the interesting experiments conducted at this time was a race between an automobile and
a helicopter. The pilot of the aircraft hovered over the automobile and at a given signal the two ma-
chines started. Those who watched were amazed at the speed with which the helicopter started, and
they were astonished to see it win the race without an effort. Then the countless advantages of this
form of travel, in war and in peace, became clear to these observers.
During the war years the work on the development of the helicopter nearly came to a standstill,
while it made room for more essential projects. But once the war ended, the helicopter engineers took
the initiative and rapid strides were made. Today it is one more servant of man, performing many
tasks that no other machine can perform, A helicopter today can land on the roof of a building, and
business men who know the value of speed are taking full advantage of it. In crowded and densely
populated cities it can go to any part of the area, without fear of being delayed in a traffic jam, and
perform its mission. There is now a helicopter mail service in many of the large cities of the world.
Perhaps its greatest value is a humanitarian service that it performs with marked efficiency. It is
an ideal craft for rescue. It can penetrate places on land that are inaccessible to airplanes and automo-
biles. It can serve the twofold purpose of dropping supplies and removing victims from their dangerous
positions. In cases where the helicopter cannot land, people who are not seriously injured can climb
a rope to the helicopter and safety, while it hovers almost motionless above the scene of disaster. It
has proved its value in sea operations by actually lifting victims from the boundless depths and flying
them to safety.
The helicopter has many advantages over other forms of transportation. It can rise and descend
vertically; it can move forwards, backwards and sideways. It can even stand still and hover in mid-air.
The speed at which it now travels is more than one hundred miles per hour, and it has a cruising range
of more than one hundred and fifty miles. A helicopter looks awkward and fragile at first sight. Such
an impression is true, for the most part. It needs more servicing than an airplane, for the vibration of
the rotary blades does shake the craft considerably. In the air it is still unstable, and pilots find diffi-
culty in flying it. The slightest change in weather conditions will affect it, and at the present time it
is not used for night flying except in emergencies. At altitudes above two thousand feet the helicopter
takes off with difficulty, and once aloft a similar experience is noted when the machine tries to hover
over a definite area. Yet, these drawbacks in no way minimize the importance of the helicopter. They
will be overcome in due time. Some military authorities claim even at this early stage of development,
that it is the most significant improvement since trucks and automobiles placed armies on wheels.
In the age of jet planes, with the emphasis on speed, the helicopter seems a strange paradox. It is
slow and awkward but it has possibilities beyond our dreams, if we believe those who pursued the
idea of the helicopter to its present state. They tell us with confidence that the helicopter, or some
adaptation of it, may eventually replace the family automobile.
HeloM avid r]lhe>i
S U M E R H E R M E S
Quiz! What a terrifying word! The moment I hear the teacher begin to announce the matter
for a quiz my head starts whirling round and round, describing a gigantic zero in space! I leave the
classroom in a daze and climb into the school bus. The bus moves and I find myself muttering: "To-
morrow there will be a quiz." The bus picks up speed and the wind whizzing in my ears screams:
Zero! The bus stops and the grinding brakes utter a horrifying: Quiz! I get up to leave and my legs
are trembling.
I enter my house tottering and go directly up to my room. My face strikes against something.
It was not the air? No, it was only the door. I sit down at my desk, seize my book and open it. 1 look
at the pages, but I can see nothing! I stare, I squint, I screw up my eyes — but there is only darkness
!
I cry out: "My eyes! My eyes! What is wrong with them? I must be blind!" But no — I have simply
forgotten to turn on the light. Having overcome this impediment, I again settle myself to read. But
now the words begin to dance. The book itself starts to float away. I try to hold it back by the power
of my straining eyes. It darkens, and suddenly, as though by some occult atomic force, it is vaporized!
I sit on, rigid, seeing before me nothing, nothing, nothing
I open my eyes and glance at my watch. Good heavens ! It is morning ! In five minutes the school
bus will be leaving. "The Quiz," I whisper to myself. I dash downstairs and fly to the bus station.
Just in time Arrived at the school I am shocked by the realization that I have studied nothing! My
heart sinks down to my shoes. My friends try to raise it up again — but in vain. The bell rings and
my heart jumps. Its beatings become deafening. It seems that a dreadful fight is going on inside my
body. I beg my internal organs to stop hitting each other, but they pay no attention.
Now I am in class. My hand is shaking, the pencil is wobbling, and I am quivering all over. I
clutch the pencil desperately and look at the questions. Something is being written on the paper. Since
I am incapable of moving my pencil it must be that some beneficent force is moving the paper beneath
the pencil! Lo! I am the first to finish. I hand my paper to the teacher who immediately starts cor-
recting it. He hands it back to me and I see the mark. My hair stands on end and my eyes start from
my head — for I have seen the word "hundred". My joy sends me flying around the room.
Before coming down I take another look. Something else is written there! I read, "Since your
paper seems to be indecipherable nonsense, your mark is minus one hundred!" "A Zero!" I gasp.
My heart breaks and I fall to the floor dying
"What is the matter with you?" asks a voice. "Am I in heaven?" I ask feebly. "Certainly not,"
replies the teacher, "but if you are you had better get back to class immediately. I am just about to
assign the matter for tomorrow's Quiz!"


SECONDARY FOOTBALL TEAM
Seated, left to right : Hikmat Jazrawi, Waskin Mukhtarian, Ara Sahakian, Ashur William, Kamal Tereza.
Standing : Raymond Vincent, Usam Hanna, Surin Birsimian, Varkis Jinuwizian, Ishkan Azarian, Father Quinn.
FOOTBALL
Early in the month of October the Secondary
Squad reported to Father Quinn for the first practice.
Prospects for the season were good, because most of
the players reporting were veterans of last year's
team. A few scrimmages were held with the Inter-
mediate Team and we engaged in practice games
with teams from the city. That gave us just enough
exercise to work out the kinks, and with Raymond
Vincent, Ishkan Azarian and Usam Hanna in top
form we began active competition in the Secondary
School League.
Our first opponent was the Commercial Secon-
dary School. We lost this game by a score of 3-0 and
at the same time lost for the season one of our best
players. In one of the intricate plays of the game
Anushuvan Kivorkian suffered a fractured leg and
was forced to the sidelines for the remainder of the
season. On December 21 we met a strong Sharqia
outfit at Scouts' Field and our Eagles, playing an
inspiring game, walked off with a 2-0 victory. Jirair
Hovsepian, competing in the first varsity game of
his career, was by far the outstanding player on the
field. Varkis Jinuwizian, Ashur William, and Kamal
Tereza were prominent for the Gold and Maroon
in a game marked by superb plays and fast football.
This victory kept us in the running for the Cup
and we next lined up against Khadhamiya School.
The game started off as a close contest but as it
progressed both teams opened up and scored. When
the final whistle blew we were leadmg 3-1, and were
now ready for the Class B finals, and the play-off
for the Cup.
The championship game took place on January
19 at Scouts' Field. Opposing us in this game was
the Commercial Secondary team, the only one to
defeat us in a league game. In a contest filled with
fast plays and many a thrill the Eagles came through
with a brillant victory. Hikmat Jazrawi scored one
of the goals ; Waskin Mukhtarian and Surin Birsim-
ian played their best game of the season, working
every minute to set the ball up for a goal. Perhaps
the greatest credit for the victory belongs to Ara
Sahakian, one of the best goalies in the schools of
Baghdad. Time after time in this game, as in others,
he snatched the ball from the net and took his team
out of the danger zone. The score of this final contest
was 2-0, and it brought not only the joys of victory
but a beautiful Cup, symbolic of the championship
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of the Class B League. game, emphasizing especially the idea of team spirit
This is the first time we have won a champion- as an essential requirement for a successful season.
ship in football. Other years we have come close, but We met our first competition in practice games with
always seemed to lack that final drive so necessary the Secondary Team. Those who observed these
friendly matches held great hopes for a winning
Intermediate Team, for they seemed to excel their
elder brothers in versatility. When it came to actual
to survive the stiff competition of the league. This
year success crowned our efforts. Father Quinn
deserves much credit for our profitable year. He
INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL TEAM
Seated, left to right : Misak Khalghatian, Andrawis Jibrail, Albert Alexander, HraJ Jaburian, Dhia
Faiq, Ramzi Sequeira, Jirair Hovsepian. Standing : Naqi Tereza, Hanna Malaki, Shaiban Awni, Mervyn
Goodsir, Berj Khadawirdi, Father Quinn.
kept us busy in practice sessions, arranged practice
games with other teams, and encouraged us along
the road to victory. With the entire Secondary Team
graduating this year the outlook for next season is
not too hopeful. But Father Quinn looks upon this
situation as a real challenge, and next year he will
undoubtedly round up a winning combination of
hidden stars from Fourth High and the veterans of
this year's Intermediate Squad.
The Intermediate Team that reported for first
practice was young, enthusiastic, and ready to win
one game after the other. Many had previous expe-
rience in competition and veterans like Shaiban
Awni, Andrawis Jibrail, Albert Alexander, Berj
Khadawirdi, Naqi Tereza, Dhia Faiq and Hanna
Malaki started off the first practice in mid-season
form. Father Quinn conducted a few practice ses-
sions and instructed us in the rudiments of the
competition with other schools our record was not
so bright. Three games were played in the Intermed-
iate School League, and we lost two of the three.
Adhamiya School defeated us 4-1, and after a 3-1
loss to Karkh School we were automatically elimin-
ated from further competition.
However, the success of the season does not
necessarily depend on victories. We enjoyed the
practice sessions and all the games we played. The
experience gained this year by playing as a team will
be invaluable for the future. It is true that many
will pass over to the Secondary Team, but Father
Quinn looks forward to the return of Misak Khal-
ghatian, Hraj Jaburian, Ramzi Sequeira, and Mervyn
Goodsir. With these seasoned players as a nucleus
the prospects for next year's team are very encour-
aging. Looked at from any angle, the popular sport
of football had one of its best years in our school.
Sealed, left 1
Standing : Fathei
SECONDARY BASKETBALL TEAM
right : Tahsin al-Amin, Kamal Tereza, Bedri Nalu, Jalal Shallal, Fuad Uthman.
Sullivan, Ghazi Aziz, Adnan Shaltagh, Berj Huwakimian. Karnik Sadurian, Vraj
BASKETBALL
The Secondary Basketball Team was placed in
the difficult position this year of maintaining the
envious record of last year's championship quintet.
Many had graduated but the prospects were bright
and Father Sullivan greeted with open arms those
Intermediate stars of last year; Berj Huwakimian,
Ghazi Aziz and Vraj Kutunian. The varsity was
further strengthened by the appearance of Tahsin
al-Amin, Jalal Shallal, Fuad Uthman and Adnan
Shaltagh. Three veterans of last year's team formed
the nucleus of the squad; Kamal Tereza, Bedri Nalu
and Karnik Sadurian.
Practice sessions began in the middle of October
and our first challenge came from the Alumni. In a
fast game we took their measure by an impressive
score of 48-24. Filled with confidence after this
initial victory we entered competition with the
secondary schools of Baghdad in early November.
For two months we met one opponent after another
and when the season closed we had suffered only
one defeat, at the hands of the formidable Markaziya
team. With a record of ten wins and one loss we were
placed in the finals for the championship, and our
opponent was to be Markaziya School. Father Sul-
livan then began an intensive program of practice
games in preparation for the important contest. We
met many of the clubs in the city and trained dili-
gently in these games to round the team into the best
possible form.
On March 26 the game was played, with the
experts claiming the teams to be evenly matched.
Everyone knew it was going to be a close game, and a
capacity crowd turned out for the event. During the
first half both teams played a defensive game in order
to keep the score down and size up the opponents.
When the whistle blew at the half we were trailing
20-16, but the spectators knew that the second half
would provide more action. An inspired Eagle team
answered the whistle for the second half and began
a real assault that thrilled the crowd. Berj, Kamal
and Vraj were sinking the ball from every angle,
while Bedri played like a master and set up many of
the scores. Playing his best varsity game, Ghazi Aziz
was unquestionably the defensive star of the game.
Markaziya fought gallantly but the final score gave
us a 47-38 victory and the championship cup for
the second successive year. In recognition of their
stellar performances Bedri, Berj and Ghazi were
chosen for the All-Liwa team representing Baghdad
in the nation-wide competition later in the year.
Close play at second. Hold it this way.
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Intermediate Relay Tea
Coming down the stretch. Ramzi goes over the top.
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INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL TEAM
Seated, left to right : Jamal al-Wattar, Husain Mursi, Raymond Ishaq, Sawa Issa, Tahsin Awji, Shawqi
Jurjis. Standing : Sitrak Kuyumjian, Sirop Ohannessian, Shaiban Awni, Antwan Dramirian, Dikran Ta-
katlian, Father W. Shea.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
When the Intermediate Basketball Squad re-
ported for its first practice last October it appeared
to be one of the strongest teams we ever fielded.
Most of the players had at least one year of expe-
rience and some had played for two years in active
competition with other schools. Father Walter Shea,
new coach of the Intermediate Team, smiled his
approval as he watched Husain Mursi, Raymond
Ishaq, Shaiban Awni, Antwan Dramirian, Jamal
al-Wattar, Dikran Takatlian and Shawqi Jurjis go
through their paces with perfect form and precision.
Two weeks of drill and practice rounded us
into shape and we took on the Garbiya School in a
practice game, winning by an impressive margin.
Our next opponent, before beginning the league
games, was the Tuffayadh School, and once again
we came out on top after maintaining a comfortable
lead all the way. With long hours of practice and two
victories to our credit we now considered ourselves
ready for the stiff competition that awaited us.
In our first league contest Mansur School
provided the opposition. Both teams played a strong
defensive game of basketball, but we emerged the
victors in this tilt by a score of 36-29. Our next
opponent was the powerful Karkh Team, and this
game proved to be one of the best of the season.
With the two teams tied at the end of the game, an
overtime period was played, and we lost by the
count of 57-55. However, in spite of our defeat we
were still in the running for the honors. Less than
a week later we met the Kadhmiya School and won
another victory by a score of 40-34. This led us to
a crucial game with Markaziya School and here we
met one of the strongest opponents of the year. An
inspired Gold and Maroon Team fought every
minute of the game and we once again emerged
victorious by a 33-30 margin.
Our victory over Markaziya led us to the semi-
finals and here we met for the second time the for-
midable Karkh Team. This time the score was not
so close, and the superior Karkh outfit defeated us
52-30, thus eliminating us from further competition.
Several members of the squad will graduate to the
Secondary Team this June, but reporting next year
will be Sawa Issa, Tahsin Awji, Sitrak Kuyumjian
and Sirop Ohannessian. They will be welcomed by
Father Shea as he assembles his squad for another
year of basketball.
ALL-STAR BASEBALL TEAM
First Row, left to right : Majid Rashid, Waskin
Sadurian. Second Row : Ashur William, Surin Bi
Sahakian, Murad Kazanjian.
Mukhtarian, Usam Hanna, Raymond Vincent, Karnik
simian, Fuad Taima, Father Sheehan, Fuad Uthman, Ara
BASEBALL
The baseball season of 1952- 1953 at Baghdad
College saw many occasions of excellent playing,
both at bat and afield. There was evident a sustained
interest in baseball by the students of all years. The
first high students showed an unsual enthusiasm for
the game. In the beginning of the year the boys of
first year played a variation of baseball which we
might call "palmball". Due to the shortage of base-
ball bats and balls they used palm branches and
tennis balls. From early morning until the last bus
in the afternoon Ahmad Rahmatallah, Basil Qirma,
Samir Shaffu and Adhid Dawisha could be seen
organizing palmball league games. This practice
and interest contributed substantially to the later
success of the first high league. The palmball league
ended with the arrival of a new supply of bats and
balls in Baghdad.
Of course the greatest interest of the year cen-
tered on the Senior League. Opening with a flourish
in early October, each class of third, fourth and fifth
years fielded a team. The rule was established by
which two losses eliminated a team from the league.
It was clear from the first few games that 5A was the
team to beat, sporting such players as Ara Sahakian,
Murad Kazanjian, Popkin Markarian, Fuad Uthman
and Raymond Vincent. The 5B team, however, did
not agree with this contention, and scored a major
upset by defeating 5A to the tune of 10-7. Starring
for 5B were Ashur William, Fuad Taima, Usam
Hanna and Waskin Mukhtarian. 5A was still the
favorite of the experts as it met Father Sullivan's
4C team. With such stars as Habib Salim, Hikmat
Ilu, Vraj Kutunian, Kagham Markarian, Karnik
Sadurian and Michael Manni playing their best
game, the 4C squad managed to hold the champions
to a 3-3 tie. Only the bell saved 5A from defeat.
IP
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In the closing days of the league 5A and 4C
met once again to play off the tie and determine the
challenger of 5B for the cup. This play-off game was
even closer than the tie. Going into the closing
seconds the game was again tied at 2-2. However,
Vraj then made the error of giving Ara a high, fast
pitch on the inside. Ara hit it high into the date
palms where it remained a fair ball. While he was
rounding the bases the bell rang and 5A was awarded
the decision. On November 13 the two fifth year
teams squared off for the cup in one of the most
colorful games ever played in the school. To pick
out individuals from among so many stars is a diffi-
cult task. But mention must be made of Usam Hanna
who climaxed a long pitching career by winning for
his 5B team. The game was close and the lead was
continually changing. Another home run in the date
palms by Murad put 5A in the lead with a score of
6-5. This made necessary an extra inning. Surin
Birsimian scored and the potent bat of Majid Azzu
finally drove in the winning run to give victory and
the cup to 5B.
This same team proved its mettle later when
a group of all-stars taken from all classes in the
school challenged the champions to a game. In a
contest packed with thrills and brilliant playing by
both sides 5B emerged as the victor by a 7-6 margin.
The big factor was its ability to play as a team. Then
came the game all had been waiting for, the Fathers
versus the Students. This annual classic is the high-
light of the baseball season. Even though the Fathers
were strengthened by new reserves this year, it was
quite clear that the boys were ready to field one of
their best aggregations. This was the year to win,
they felt, and the game proved their point. The
students took the lead in the opening minutes of the
game and never lost it. Fuad Uthman, Usam Hanna
and Ashur William were outstanding in the field
and at the bat. Habib Salim made the play of the
game by catching a very hard hit ball on the run and
thus stole a home run from Father Decker, which
might have brought the Fathers close to victory.
When the smoke had cleared the students had won
by the comfortable margin of 10-4. Their victory
was shared by more than six hundred spectators
who cheered their team to a well-earned triumph.
Then the Second High League got under way.
Seven teams made up this league and three losses
forced a team to withdraw. 2B was the class of the
teams and went through the games without a loss.
In the finals it met 2C and it looked for a while as
if Father Shea's team might pull a surprise. But the
steady pitching of Sawa Issa checked 2C and enabled
Father Bennett's team to rally and win. Father
Quinn awarded the cup to the Captain of 2B, Hrand
Siropian. In the First High League the same rule
of three losses was applied. Father Decker's team
was the winner here but not without a struggle. It
was tied once by iD and came close to losing the
game to iA, winning only by a 13-12 count. Finally,
in the finals, this team overcame the iE outfit of
Father Loeffler, and the cup was awarded to iC's
able captain, Sadiq Issa. Banuil Sarkis, Eugene Rau-
bitshek, Nuzad Uthman and Qais Ali Ghalib starred
consistently for the iC champions. Thus ended a
baseball year of excellent playing, great interest and
good sportsmanship — the forerunner of many and
greater years to come.
SECONDARY TRACK TEAM
First Row, left to right: Hikmat Jazrawi, Jamal Farjo, Sami Naami, Sumer Hermes, Jamil Elias,
Waskin Mukhtarian, Raymond Vincent.
Second Row: Berj Huwakimian. Tahsin al-Amin, Fuad Uthman, Fuad Taima, Majid Azzu, Basil
Muhammad.
Third Row: Ara Sahakian, Murad Kazanjian, Mikhail Abdulahad.
TRACK
The school track meet, held on March 4, was
unquestionably one of the best we ever had at Bagh-
dad College. February could rightly be called "Track
Month" because for that four-week stretch the
athletic interest of the entire school centered on
hurdles, races, jumps, pole vaults and javelins.
Father Quinn was rushed up to the last minute
conducting trials, and finally on the day of the meet
the best track men of the school displayed their
technique to a large and appreciative audience.
Plenty of thrills and several photo finishes charac-
terized the meet, but no new records were estab-
lished.
Kamal Tereza was outstanding in the hurdles,
Berj Huwakimian led all competitors in the high
jump and the hop-step-jump, and the best broad
jump of the day was made by Raymond Vincent.
In the open events Majid Azzu took first place in
the javelin, Shaiban Awni was top man in the shot
put and the pole vault honors went to Zuharab
Kazanjian. Jamil Elias was clocked in 12 seconds
flat for the best time in the 100 meters and Hraj
Jaburian outclassed his rivals in the 200 meters with
a time of 25.2 seconds. Fuad Uthman led the way
for an easy victory in the 400 meters. The 800 meters
and 1500 meters, both open events, were won by
Jamal al-Wattar and Sami Naami, respectively. A 50
meters race for class D went to Sabah Yusuf, who
was clocked in 6.8 seconds. Three relay races wound
up the program with class 5B leading the seniors
home in 1 minute and 2/5 second. Class 2A won the
second year relay and the junior contest was captured
easily by the iB quartet.
The individual high scorer for the day was Berj
Huwakimian of Glass A. Besides placing first in the
high jump and the hop-step-jump, he came in third
in the hurdles to garner 23 points for the day. The
Fifth Year team, by amassing 125 points, was award-
ed the school cup, having been forced all the way
by a strong team from Third Year which ran up
120 points. Consolation medals were awarded at the
end of the meet to Raymond Ishaq of Class A;
Hikmat Jazrawi, Majid Rashid and Berj Khadawirdi
of Class B; Nasir al-Saadun of Class C; and Nabil
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Hikari and Mis fir al-Mudhaifi of Class D. Score-
keeper for the day was Faisal al-Khuri, and Edgar
Aris kept the spectators informed as the official
announcer.
The Government Track Meet for Intermediate
Schools was held on March 12 at Scouts' Field, before
a large gathering of sports enthusiasts. One of the
best teams ever to represent the Maroon and Gold
won second place in this annual meet, yielding first
honors to Jaffariya School by the slender margin of
three points. In eleven different events the Eaglets
won points, but the star of the day was Hraj Jabur-
ian. He came in first in the 200 meters, fourth in
the 100 meters, sixth in the broad jump, and climaxed
the day by running in the relay race. Shaiban Awni
took first honors in the shot put event against the
strongest competition from the schools of Baghdad.
After being assured of the second place cup we
settled back for the relay race, always one of the
most exciting events on the program. Our quartet
was composed of Dhia Faiq, Stamatis Peter, Munaf
al-Naqib and Hraj Jaburian. The race was close all
the way and we lost first place by inches. However,
all four runners were presented medals after the
meet for their noble effort.
The track season closed for the school year with
the Secondary Schools Track Meet at Scouts' Field
on March 23. Eight members of our squad qualified
in the trials and, confident of victory, we entered
this competition with nine other secondary schools
of Baghdad. Murad Kazanjian took first place in the
pole vault and third place in the high jump, while
Berj Huwakimian won the hop-step-jump and
placed in the broad jump and hurdles. Fuad Uthman
added to our score by placing in the 400 meters,
high jump and hurdles. Waskin Mukhtarian was
third in the shot put, and in the javelin event Majid
Azzu and Ara Sahakian finished third and fourth,
respectively. Jamil Elias placed in the 200 meters
and Raymond Vincent took second honors in the
broad jump and the hop-step-jump. Our relay team
finished second and a medal was awarded to each
member of the quartet. First prize in the meet went
to Markaziya School with a total of 82 points. The
Maroon and Gold captured the second place cup
with 59 points, thus bringing to a happy conclusion
a track season marked by splendid co-operation and
school spirit, and crowned with success.
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INTERMEDIATE TRACK TEAM
First Row, left to right: Leon Kasbarian, Nasir al-Saadun, Wadhah Jamil, Ramzi
Ziyya Yoab, Jamal al-Wattar, Zuharab Kazanjian, Faruq Maghazaji.
Second Row: Berj Khadawirdi, Munaf al-Naqib, Shaiban Awni, Hraj Jaburi
Sabah Tuminna, Stamatis Peter.
n, Raymond Ishaq,
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SOLE DISTRIBUTOR IN IRAQ
ROUBEN HAIM HAWA
Rashid Street
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BAGHDAD
Tel. : 4833
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KHANAQIN OIL COMPANY, LIMITED
DISTRIBUTORS OF LUBRICATING OILS AND OIL
SPECIALITIES THROUGHOUT IRAQ
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INSECTICIDE
COMPROX "A"
LIQUID PARAFFIN
PETROLEUM JELLY BE
GREASE
BITUMEN
PARAFFIN WAX
Full range of Lubricating Oils for all purposes.
All grades of Aviation fuels and Lubricants
Supplied by the
Aviation BP Service
L. FORSTER & SABBAGH COMPANY DRUG STORE
1 7a 93 Mustansir Street BAGHDAD
Telegraphic address : RETSROF Baghdad Tel. 6247
Sole Agents for :
MAY & BAKER LIMITED
Pharmaceutical Specialities (MAY & BAKER) LTD.
THE CROOKES LABORATORIES LTD.
HERTS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., (NIVEA products, etc.)
ROBERT YOUNG & CO., LTD. (Disinfectants & Sheep Dips)
SCOTT & TURNER LTD., (Andrews Liver Salt & Rose Hip Syrup)
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS, Ltd., (O-SYL-antiseptic)
MATTHEWS & WILSON, LTD.
VERNON & CO., LTD.
THOMAS KERFOOT & CO. LTD.
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CENTRAL IRAQ TRADINC CO. LTD.
CENTRAL IRAQ BUILDING - Rashid Street, RAGHDAD
IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS, COMMISSION AGENTS, GENERAL MERCHANTS & CONTRACTORS
Telephone No. 4719 Cable Address « CENTACO »
REPRESENTING
INTERNATIONAL B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY. — For Hood Brand Tires, & Batteries
LINK-BELT SPEEDER CORPORATION. — For Excavating Machinery
MONTECATINI (SOCIETA GENERALE PER L'INDUSTRIA MINERARIA E CHIMICA), — For Raw &
Worked Marbles, Stones & Travertines
W. H. DORMAN & CO., LTD., STAFFORD, ENGLAND — for « DORMAN » Engines
INTERNATIONAL METAL PRODUCTS CO., PHOENIX, Arizona, — for Evaporative Air Coolers
FREW BROTHERS & CO., LTD., COATBRIDGE, NR. GLASCOW, — for Steel Wire Rope
PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE CO., LTD., LONDON, ENGLAND, — for Marine, Fire, and Accident
Insurance.
SPECIALITIES
IMPORTS : Telecommunication Equipments and Radios
Steel Products in General
Industrial Machinery
Agricultural Machinery
Motor Vehicles, Engines & Pumps
Building Materials
Woollen, Cotton & Rayon Piece Goods
Kerosene Heaters & Cooking Stoves
Tea & Sugar
Cigarette Paper, Printing Paper, Writing Paper, Kraft Paper & Cardboard
Sand Bags & Grain Bags
Glassware & Porcelain Ware
EXPORTS : Cereals, Cotton, Dates, Cotton Seeds, etc.
A L I H A Q I
HM/I54/L
New 21^ANNIVERSARYTh.
Hillman Minx
Yes, it really is 21 years since the Hillman Minx made its first popular
appearance! A fine car even in 1932, the Minx has been progressively
developed and improved ever since ; and to-day with well over
21,000,000,000 miles of happy family motoring to its credit, the Minx is
part of the fabric of life in almost every country in the world. To celebrate
this great occasion, here is the 21st Anniversary Minx . . . the most
brilliant, the thriftiest, the most reliable family car of all time!
KM YEARS AND
£l,000 Million Miles have perfected
this car for you
Saloon • Californian Hardtop Coupe
Convertible Coupe • Estate Car
THE AUTOWORKS LTD.
A PRODUCT OF THE ROOTES GROUP
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
AL IRAQI
LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.
Established 1 930
TRANSPORTERS, SHIPPING AGENTS, FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS
Head Office : BEYROUTH A so Offices at : Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli,
Baghdad, Kadhimain, Basrah, Khanaqin,
Teheran, Tabriz, Khorramshahr, Ahwaz,
Bandar-Shahpour, Arak, Kermanshah
General Agents for
Iraq & Persian Gulf : Concordia Line NORWAY
Direct regular sailings between U. S.
Atlantic Ports and Persian Gulf Ports.
General Agents for
Iraq & Persian Gulf : Agenzia Marittima Europa, TRIESTE
Direct regular sailings between Adriatic
Ports and Persian Gulf.
General Freight Agents : Trans-European & Eastern
Transport Ltd., LONDON
Express Freight Service U. K.
Baghdad via Beyrouth.
Shipping Correspondents : The American Express Co. Inc.,
NEW YORK
World Wide Shipping Service.
Appointed Surveyors : Central Committee of the
French Marine Insurance
Companies
Survey Reports Issued for Goods
Insured with any French
Insurance Company.
Approved Agents : 1. A. T. A. Booking of Freight and Passengers with
all Airlines.
Passenger Service : Between Baghdad-Teheran Frequent Service by Saloon
Cars and by Buses.
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
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AL IRAQI
B X AIR
B V S E A
BY LAID
WHICHEVER WAY YOU TRAVEL LET
COOK 'S
TAKE CARE OF ALL YOUR TRAVEL WORRIES
At no extra cost to you
THOS. COOK & SON
C Continental & Overseas > Ltd.,
Al Rashid Street — Baghdad
1
AL-SUHAIL TRADING CO., LTD.
Rashid Street — Baghdad
Tel. Manager : 5265
Tel. Office : 3213 Tel. : Garage : 5875
Sole Distributors in Iraq for :
HUDSON CARS
WHITE TRUCKS
CADILLAC CARS
CITROEN CARS & TRUCKS
THE OLIVER CORP. — Agricultural Machine
& Implements
FISHER HUMPHERIES PLOUGHS
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
GOODRICH TYRES & ACCESSORIES
EDISON BATTERIES & SPARK PLUGS
CITIES SERVICE OIL & GREASE
etc. etc. etc.
To the Class of 1953
Compliments of
Dr. A. ARIS
DENTIST OF HIS MAJESTY THE
KING AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE REGENT.
SURGEON DENTIST
for
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Rashid Street — Said Sultan Ali
BAGHDAD
Tel. : Residence 7829 Clinic : 6894
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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rf/te rftnctyUup New.
UNDERWOOD
7ef* (-r&£e^
CHAMPION
mt MASTERPIECE in porjabu Tmwuims
C. JOHN HALKIAS
Rashid Street
BAGHDAD
F. A. KETTANEH & CO., LTD.
B AGHD AD
Agents for :
Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth Cars Fargo and Dodge Trucks
International General Electric Co. Champion Spark Plugs
GEMPCO Medical and Surgical Apparatus Willard Batteries
Michelin Tyres and Tubes Du Pont Paints and Chemicals
Winthrop Pharmaceutical Products Silten Pharmaceutical Products
Schering Pharmaceutical Products Remington Sporting Firearms and Ammuntion
S. S. White Dental Equipment and Products « Arpic » Air Compressors
Sankey Sheldon Steel Furniture and Partitions Jenbach, Engines, Pumps : Austria
Blaw-Knox Co., Machinery, N. Y. Fairbanks, Morse, New York
Cen-tennial Cotton Gin, Co. Columbus Mannesmann-Metallurgical Products, Germany
Turner, Tractors and Agricultural Machinery : England
Fahr, Tractors and Agricultural Machinery : Germany
100 AL IRA'QI
'zJhe firjt Airline in the World '
L.
AIR FRANCE
GENERAL AGENTS IN IRAQ :
THE LEVANT IMPORT AND COMMERCIAL CO., LTD.
(LICCO TRAVEL)
Semiramis Building
Tel. : 5741
4106
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
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K. & E. M. LAWEE LTD.
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING,
STEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT.
HEAD OFFICE : AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches . BASRAH — MOSUL — KIRKUK
T. A. : «TAXI BAGHDAD » Telephones 3516, 3109, 5300
W. J. COKER & CO., LTD.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR :
STANDARD Vanguard Motor Cars
TANGYE Horizontal Diesel Engines, Pumps,
Presses, Car-Washers
GARDNER Marine & Vehicular Diesel Engines
C. C. WAKEFIELD « CASTROL »
Lubricating Oils & Greases
B. I. CALLENDER Electric Cables
INDIA Rubber Tyres & Tubes
ENGLISH ELECTRIC Vertical Diesel Engines,
Motors & Refrigerators
REVO Electric Ceiling & Desk Fans
FIRTH BROWN STEELS & TOOLS
PYRENE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
HARRISON LATHES
All kinds of Hand and Machine tools and garage
equipment
znA hi<o>tieil
MIICMAJEIL 7/A\A
ESTABLISHED IN 1911
<$>
J.ir<~ Cooled JBearooms,
X^ounae, Jaar and
Dining room.
Jill rooms xvitn private
hcttnroom overlooking the
Tigris rider
<>
Telegram : AL ZIA
Telephones : 7462
4808
AL IRAQI
The
NATIONAL TOBACCO CO., LTD.
Produces
The Most Popular Ciqarettes
LUX ROYAL
&
GOLDEN CROWN
IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
for : Electrical Goods and Fittings Radios and Accessories
Refrigerators and Air Conditioners Household Appliances
Machineries and Hardware Articles Tools of all Descriptions
Motors and Generators Electric Welding Sets
»
Consult :
J., F. and A. TAWFIK YONAN
Al-Rashid Street (Ras el Quaria No. / 1186) — Baghdad. Iraq
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. « YONANS Baghdad »
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
Go
on Bata,
and you
journey
well!
\/
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Dr. VICTOR A. SHAMMAS
CH 1 RU RGI EN DENTiSTE
Diplome de la Faculte Franchise de Medecine de Beyrouth
I><1
C I i n i q u f : BATTAWIN
T6I. : Clinique : 4268 Tel. : Domicile 7282
ZEMITH
TERES
d-JuJ c->i;u»'
Tough Tires to Meet Rough Roads t^lj JLsC^Vi i»AVi *#\ s
Vitac Fortified Backed by a Name
ojUJ! J^UjMj JjljLJIj CAjj^tt
Sole Agent :
SKENDER V\IHO ji^i 4 jl^;i fjjii
Shaikh Maroof St. i?;U >^£.t
Baghdad — West
& ^lx_~ - ^Jj^« ^*Jlj j^J 1 £jl—i
Al Rashid Street
Branch
r*io o^ilj
BAG HDAD
Tel. : 3015 iJ/V" - J_^y - S^^^j : £j>)l
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BAHJET ESKENDER
AUTO PARTS DEALER _ WHOLESALE & RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR :
THE MONMOUTH PRODUCTS
The well-known manufacturers of Bearings, Bushes, etc.
Telephone 7353
CONGRATULATIONS TO CLASS OF 195 3 FROM
BAGHDAD COLLEGE ALUMNI SODALITY
AL IRAQI
oSln/$\ oU~~h LS~'.</-'
Nash cars & Trucks j£ Cj[ij^j ^^
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE CO. ,5^1 otr.^u ^_s>
Auto-lite products
Proxlin & Fleet X automotive paints
Kohler Electric Plants
Federal Mogul bearings
Bendix International Products ^ t-r
J—Ty J'j-W oliiaJGeneral Automotive Products
Sole Distributors for Iraq : &y^ J*JJj**jW *yvj*
B. BOUKATHER J^ J, jj^
Administratrix of the late C. Boukather
Ghazali Street - Baghdad >!>* - <i'_)iJ ' £-^
One Address
For all your requirements
ETABL1SSEMENTS
OROSDI-BACK
Reasonable Prices
Excellent Qualify
Best Service
BAGHDAD BASRAH KIRK UK
Tel. : 5037 Tel. : 42
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
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spinney's (iraq;
1948 LIMITED
IMPORTERS
of
CHEESES
WINES
OLIVES
LIQUEURS
DANISH HAMS
CEYLON TEA
COFFEE
SCOTCH WHISKIES
Majn OfficE
(APOLLO BUILDING)
Telephones : 5058 — 5059
South Gate
Retail Shop
Tel : 7278
North Gate
Retail Shop
Tel : 86077
Sole Agent for
IRAQ and the
Persian Gulf :
S. M. GAR I Bl AN & CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
IRAQ CEMENT CO., LTD.
BAGHDAD
We have pleasure in announcing that our product is now available for every need.
We are proud to say that our cement has been analysed by independent authorities
in England, and its physical test has proved well in line with
British Standard Specification.
Retail Price is now ID 8 — per ton delivered at factory
AL IRAQI
NAIRN TRANSPORT Co., Ltd
REGULAR PASSENGER SERVICE
EVERY DAY EXCEPT MONDAY
BAGHDAD - DAMASCUS - BEIRUT
SpECJAl REdlJCTiON JN
Fares foR StucIents
10% Rebates for All return Tickets
SEMIRAHIIS
The leading Hotel
in Baghdad
The largest
ma best Terrace (garden
overlooking the Tigris
86191
Telephones : 86192
4700
Telegram : Semiramis Hotel Baghdad
ojJ^) "J^i zA+j&sj Jak)\
* rt
:
—-* jb-V ij+m* %-jbt^l )}
( JI^JI - jlaii — v»/tr : (?j lji)\ urb f-JLi )
: dyti\
r
&j»
: j^nJI olyJI i»-i«^ - i) jJI
ilAi CC jZLtjfTfi V>l - JUI
4 VJ^\ -L-J^II Jjj\ Jc JljJI i ^y J_— Jjl f
EASTERN DISTILLERY & PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
(Successors to J. D. MESSAYEH DISTILLERY
>
12/40 Ras el Qurya Street, Baghdad (Iraq)
Telephones :
Telegraphic Adress : Office 6569
«GARESCO» Baghdad Factory 9304
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
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The Quality Drink
ONLY 14 FILS
Authorized Bottlers: Eastern Industries Limited
110 AL IRAQI
C. JOHN H.41LKMS
406 RASHID STREET
BAGHDAD
io
LEONARD (NASH KELVINATOR) REFRIGERATORS
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS
FASCO OSCILLATING FANS
SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION
ZENITH RADIOS
UNIVERSAL MOTOR ELECTRIC PARTS
MARCONIPHONE RADIOS
m fc-il **!*
ABDUL MASIH KHAVVAI
(Old Ades Building - Sinek — Baghdad)
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS OF : MjJl ^«llj iJU u^lj uj^j>~
a — Spare Parts for all Motors
: Ubfl
b-
c —
d —
Workshop Tools
Garage Equipment
Arc Welding Equipment
i
SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ FOR :
a ojJj»
1 - Hobart Brothers, Hobart Sq.,
Troy, Ohio, U. S. A. *Jt)l ufc'^ ujJu^jll .^1
2-
3-
A. F. Dee & Co., Ltd,
4 Adamason Rd., London, N. W. 3
Wolf Electric Tools Ltd.,
^Vl Ojlj» ^J -
3 - ^il - til *5^i -
i
London, W. 5. «_a15C;I j >_i) jj —
E.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
TO FIFTY-ONE COUNTRIES ON ALL SIX CONTINENTS
Four-engined B.O.A.C. aircraft are pressurised
for smooth, above the weather flying. Services
are frequent and you can break your journey
where you wish.
Students, up to the age of 26 years, pay only
the single fare for the return journey. They
may also go one way and return another — an
ideal way of seeing more of the world's interes-
ting cities — and at no extra fare !
Information & Bookings: Iraqi Airways, 443/1 1'9d A I Rashid Street, Baghdad,
Tel. 4891, 7057 — B.O.A.C, Margil Airport, Basra, Tel. Margil 7286 — B.O.A.C.
Manama, Bahrain, Tel. 306/7; vr from any recognised Travel Agent
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION : GENERAL AGENTS FOR QANTAS, S.A.A., & TEAL
112 AL IRAQI
Distributors for Iraq :
SADIK & MUHAMAD KATTAN, BROS
BAGHDAD Tel : 4430
Dependable Batteries for
6 1 years
TECHNICAL FURNITURE
and
WOODWORKS
ARTIN KRIKORIAN
Rashid Street Opp. - R.O.C.
Tel. 3954 Office
Tel. 84390 Workshop
A. la)\ £j\A~Jy»
jt-xiljl lav VjL JjIm sJL)\ fyil
PHOTOGRAPHER
of
BAGHDAD COLLEGE GRADUATES
<>
SPECIALIST
i n
POR TRAI TS
<$>
JEAN, prop.
RASHID STREET — BAGDHDAD
Opposite Fetto's Pharmacy
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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PRECISION AND AMATEUR CAMERAS
SOLE AGENT :
S. M. CARIBIAN & CO., LTD.
BA'GHDAD
« When we say Tomorrow, we mean Tomorrow »
Samawal Street -
( ,
Jlj~Jl fj£
ALDAMARCH! Building < • ' r JTS^ •J*
Telegraphic «ALBAQIR» ABDUL HADI BAQIR a ^UI» : Jjj)lul^
Telephone : 6866 BAGHDAD "VM"V - oyfc$\ J>j
CUSTOMS CLEARING AGENT
IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specializes in legal questions affecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent fo FORSTER & SABBAGH Co, and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co,
and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932,
and Jesuits are notoriously meticulous.
Al Iraqi - 8
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J. P. BAHOSHY BROTHERS
Established in 1919
GENERAL ENGINEERING MERCHANTS AND CONTRACTORS
A famous name of high standing backed by long experience,
offer you first class Machinery, Tools, Engineering Stores,
Steel Material, etc., at competitive price
;
MYFORD LATHE NEWMAN MOTOR B & C PUG MILL
Orders are solicited - Why not make a trial ?
Office and Sales Room : Church Street, Phone : 6197
Stores: I) Kareh Sha'ban, Phone: 86023
2) Senak
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER*
[up
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fAMP REFRESHING
AL^AMAL
TOILET SOAP
Maf» eft/Jo
Tel. 85219 ^\-xi ; — \~Z.j\ rj\~ — i^-jj-JI oltUJI £J/>I £:U^j *:. Aor^o^ij
Prop. ABDUL SAHEB HAIDARI tfJ.U-1 ^*UI V : -u^U
Sale and repair of all kinds of Swiss walches
11(5 A L IRAQI
S. M. GARIBIAN & CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD - BASRAH - MOSUL
AGENTS FOR :
UCOMETAL BELGIUM
(UNION COMMERCIALE BELGE DE METALLURGY, S. A.)
Steelworks — STE. AME JOHN COCKERILL
STE. AME. FORGES DE LA PROVIDENCE
STE. AME. METALLURGIQUE DE SAMBRE & MOSELLE
SOC. GEN. DES MINERAIS, S. A. — Belgium
Tin, Copper, Lead.
COBELMETAL — PHENIX WORKS — Belgium
Galvanized Steel Sheets, Tin Plates
FERBLATIL— Belgium
Cold Rolled Steel Sheets, Tin Plates
LAMINOIRS DE L'ESCAUT — Belgium
Aluminium.
C. B. R. EXPORTATION — Belgium
Grey Portland Cement.
CEMEXPORT — Belgium
Grey Portland Cement.
CIMENTS PORTLAND ARTIFICIELS BELGES D'HARMINGNIES — Belgium.
White Cement.
CHAMEBEL — Belgium
Steel Windows & Doors.
PHOTO-PRODUITS GEVAERT S. A. — Belgium
Photographic Goods.
VOIGTLANDER — Germany
Precision & Amateur Cameras.
KINDERMANN — Germany.
Photographic Accessories.
THE EAST ASIATIC CO. LTD. — Denmark
Dairy Products.
STE. AME. DE MAGENTA EPERNAY — France
Champagne.
ARCHD. COWN MASON & CO. — Scotland
" Glenfinnan Royal Liqueur " Scotch Whisky.
ASSOCIATED PAINT MANUFACTURERS LTD. — England
Paints.
CARRERAS LIMITED — England
The Famous Craven "A" Cigarettes.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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BAGHDAD
OPTICAL
COMPANY
"iV^ lOyti _ JUA^I £_jU _ •>jJs
m
j
m
sJri\J*\js'j^
THE SWISS WATCH CO., LTD.
Rashid Street — Tel : 7 ±76
G. K. KOTHARI & ABDUL-LATIF JASSIM EL ANI CO., LTD.
CONTRACTORS
BUILDING TRANSPORT SUPPLIERS
Rashid Street — Baghdad — Iraq
Tel. : 3639 — Transport Tel. : 4242 — General Office
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Finest Iraq Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PIONEERS IN THE IRAd DATE INDUSTRY
ORIGINATORS OF THE FAMOUS
«ASFAR'S DATE CUBES
»
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
«BLACK SWAN BRAND »
SOME OF OUR NUMEROUS PRODUCTS INCLUDE :
A WALNUT AND ALMOND DATES CUBES
WALNUT AND GINGER DATE CAKES
J WALNUT AND ALMOND DATE PUDDING
C CHOCOLATE DATES
CARAMEL DATES
A CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
D DATE SYRUP
,
SPICED DATES IN SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
J DATE CANDIES
yz
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
SEIBERLING
WORLD'S ONLY TRUCK TIRE
with "Heat Vents"
\/ Longer mileage
t/ Lower cost per mile
Come in soon and ask us to show
you the famous "Heat-Vents" that
make this Seiberling Truck Tire
run cooler, last longer.
No other truck tire in the world
has this exclusive feature ! No other
tire can match this Seiberling Tire
for low cost per mile
!
AL IRAQI
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) Ltd.
C Incorporated in England >
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
IRAQ BRANCH BAGHDAD
Die, Pigments and Indigo
Fertilizers
Acids and Alkalies
Refrigerants
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
Water Treatment Chemicals
Insecticides and Veterinary Products
Plant Protection Products
Explosives of all descriptions
Sporting gun Cartridges and Ammunitions
Leathercloth, Oils
Fine and Heavy Chemicals
Copper, Brass and Aluminium Alloys
Plastics including « Perspex »
Lime Solvent Soap, Detergents
Marine Insurance
t><t
P. O. Box 44 No, 278A/1 Rashid Street Tel. No. 86131
86132
B AG H D A D
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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ANDREA'S PHARMACY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CHEMISTS
BAGHDAD TEL 44j2
BACHDAD COLLECE BOOK STORE
Books, PencKs, Erasers, Stationery, BlANkbooks, hk,
T-ShiRTS, S\VEATshiRTS
A L IRAQI
±\J -u/u
-L
^1>C> 2j^ «_JLaJf<i <lnJLii.l C^'» o-i.Jl— 1 Sjte'wsJ XjUJLoJ life" ^ «li'y&U oU««^U
THE TI€1TO PALACE H0TEL
Baghdad's leading and best appointed hotel. One of the outstanding hotels in the Middle East.
Comprising 50 well-ventilated and comfortable bedroom; ; each with a private bathroom.
Luxurious Lounge — Spacious Dining Room — Superlative Bar — Big Verandah on the Tigris
River — Elevator to all floors.
The most luxuriously furnished and modernly equipped Hotel in the Country.
The sanitary System is the best devised in Baghdad. Everything is scrupulously clean.
The cuisine is unique in Iraq, with a choice of European and Eastern dishes. «A Master Chef. »
The highest standard of hotel service.
The acme of hotel comfort.
Proprietor and Manager s YOUSIF TOMI.VVl
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
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r^~4J )}
Oj>uUll y,J\^*0) i^J)
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7
^
7was curious.
.
.
Itasted it. .
.
Now Iknow wfy DIANA is..
f«v\ ^Lj^l oy* # jl* () J*.J| * ©*•* iT^I : ^k^iLJI
AL IRAQI
HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT CO.
Basrah - Iraq
REGISTERED COMPANY FOR RIVER TRANSPORT
Freight Booked on through Bills of Lading for Through (Overside), Transferred and Local
Cargoes, Special Quotations for large shipments.
Competitive rates given for large shipments between
BASRAH, AMARAH, KUT, BAGHDAD and intermediate Ports.
River Fleet recently supplemented by the purchase of the entire craft, stores and equipment
of the Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navigation Co., Ltd. (In Voluntary Liquidation) represented
in Iraq by their Agents. Messers Gray, Mackenzie & Co., Ltd.
©
SELLING AGENTS FOR
KHANAQIN OIL CO., LTD. PRODUCTS
Interested in obtaining Agencies for first Class Shipping Companies
SUPPLIERS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
for A. I. O. C. at Abadan and Bandar Mashur
such as : — Bricks, Shingle, Ballast, Sand, Gatch, etc., and also K. O. C. in Kuwait
Mostly Delivered by own Craft
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Head Office ; BASRAH Branches ; AMARAH, BAGHDAD
Bankers : BRITISH BANK OF IRAN & THE MIDDLE EAST,
THE EASTERN BANK, THE OTTOMAN BANK & RAFIDAIN BANK,
Cables: «AL-SHAIKH» Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad — Code: Bentley's
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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EGYPT OPTICAL COMPANY
BAGHDAD
Frames
"Tops In Value"
Designed for you
THE NEWEST ....
n flattering sweep
n versitile fitting
n temple design
n a complete service
n superb quality
Also
It's the lenses that correct.
Use the best CROOKS,
RAYBAN & BIFOCALS
available only at
EGYPT OPTICAL COMPANY
KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO.
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
General Merchant and Commission Agent
Rashid Street
Baghdad
Iraq
Telegram : « KOTHARI »
Telephone : 4242
7125
85641
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WESTERN BATTERIES CJ^^J C-ju .71)
Automotive Diesel Radio
AMERICA'S FASTEST SELLING BATTERY
J^i^ <sj\ ^r'j J^»'
IN IRAQ
^^fiSSS5>9pN9l oi^ijij^juj
Sold Throughout Iraq mm- >•—
*
BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL, KIRKUK
35
| JM J x.^1 tJjli
iJjU >^d-i
Sole Agent £-*»*«*
SKENDER SADIQ
J>jj** £.p\j ±JLJ\ ^jll
Sheikh Maroof Street & Al-Rashid Street
r- \o : ^;i;
Baghdad West Baghdad
Tel. 3015 £J'jf ' J^^a ' lj^ : £j>JI
FASCO FANS
STYLE, QUALITY
and
PERFECTION
THEY LEAD
THE
MARKET
Get your Fans now to be sure of a cool summer
Sole Distributor in Iraq : C. JOHN HALKIAS, Rashid Street, Baghdad
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Iraq Mercantile Ltd.
BAGHDAD and BASRA
Te\ BAGHDAD: 85163, 85169, 85170
Tel. BASRA : 2371
Telegrams: MERCA.MRAQ, BAGHDAD
MERCANIRAQ, BASRA
REPRESENTING
A. P. V. CO. LTD., LONDON
ASSOCIATED CLAY INDUSTRIES, LTD
ASTON CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD., LONDON
AUSTIN MOTOR CO. LTD., BIRMINGHAM
GEO. BANHAM & CO , FARNWORTH
BRAKE LININGS LTD
BRITISH REINFORCED CONCRETE ENGINEERING CO.
LTD., STAFFORD
BRITISH TYRE & RUBBER CO. LTD., LONDON
CEMENT MARKETING CO. LTD., LONDON
CHAMBERLAIN & HOOKHAM LTD., BIRMINGHAM
COCHRAN & CO. (ANNAN) LTD., ANNAN
CONSOLIDATED PNEUMATIC TOOL CO. LTD., LONDON
CRITTAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., LONDON ..
CROSSLEY BROTHERS LTD., MANCHESTER ..
DAVUM
W. B. DICK & CO. LTD., LONDON
FENNER & ALDER LTD. LONDON
FIBREGLASS, LTD
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., LONDON
GILBERT, GILKES & GORDON, LTD
HANOVIA LTD., SLOUGH
HOFFMANN MANFTG. CO., LTD
JEYES SANITARY COMPOUNDS LTD
IMPERIAL TYPEWRITER CO. LTD., LEICESTER
LODGE PLUGS LTD.. RUGBY
PULSOMETER ENGINEERING CO. LTD., READING ..
RAILWAY MINES & PLANTATION EQUIPMENT, CO., LTD.
RANSOMES & RAPIER LTD., IPSWICH
SANDERSON BROTHERS & NEWBOULD LTD., SHEFFIELD
STAVELEY IRON & CHEMICAL CO. LTD., CHESTERFIELD
STEWARTS & LLOYDS LTD., GLASGOW
J. STONE & CO. LTD., LONDON
E. R. & F. TURNER LTD.. IPSWICH
VAUGHAN CRANE CO., MANCHESTER
VENETIA VOGUE LTD., SLOUGH
YORKSHIRE COPPER WORKS LTD., LEEDS ..
Heat Exchange Equipment, Dairy Plant & Brew-
eries, etc.
Sanitary Ware
Fabricated Steel Work, Structural Steel
Cars & Trucks
Belting
Brake Linings, Clutch Linings
Steel Reinforcement
Tyres, Transmission & Conveyer Belting
Special Cement — SNOWCEM
Electricity Meters, Venturi
Multitubular Boilers
Compressors, etc.
Metal Windows
I. C Engines
Steel Bars, Joists, Piling & Wire Products
Lubricants
Paints
Thermal & Accoustic Insulating Materials &
other Fibre Products
Everything Electrical
Hydro-Electric Plants & Water Turbines
Lamps for Medical, Scientific & Industrial ap-
plications
Bearings
Disinfectant Fluids
Typewriters
Sparking Plugs
Pumps
Railway Equipment
Sluices, Excavators, Cranes & Contractors'
machinery
Files, Tools, etc.
Spun Iron Pipes
Pipes
Non-Ferrous Metals
Flour Milling Equipment
Cranes & Pulley Blocks
Sun Blinds
Copper Tubes, etc.
AL IRAQI
CRESCENT PHOTO TORES
A. ABBOSH & CO.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
By Special Appointment to
H. M. THE KING OF IRAQ
Distributors :
AGFA Camera, Films, Papers, Chemicals
and all Photographic requirements.
Shot Guns and Ammunition Dealers
354/1 Rashid St. Baghdad
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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IBRAHIM J. SAAD & FILS - BAGHDAD
Tel. No. : 6027 & 7488
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS FOR :
CARS & TRUCKS :
Willys Overland Export Corp., Ohio, U. S. A.
Packard Motor Car Co., Inc., Detroit, U. S. A
Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, U. S. A.
Nuffield Export Limited, Cowley, England.
Leyland Motors Limited, London, England.
Jaguar Motors Limited, Coventry, England.
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY & FARM IMPLEMENTS :
Minneapolis Moline Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U. S. A.
Hanomag Limited, Hannover, Germany.
EARTH MOVING & ROAD MAKING MACHINERIES :
R. G. LeTourneau. Inc., Peoria, Illinois, U. S. A.
The Huber Manufacturing Co., Marion, Ohio, U. S. A.
J. D. Adams Manufacturing Co., Indianapolis, Indiana. U. S. A.
The Thew Shovel Co., Marion, Ohio, U. S. A.
RUBBER TIRES & TUBES, BATTERIES & TRANSMISSION BELTING
U. S. Rubber International, New York 17, U. S. A.
Dominion Rubber Co., Ltd., London, England.
Accumulatoren Fabrik, Frankfurt/Main, Germany.
HOUSEHOLD & COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATING EQUIPMENT :
Nash Kelvinator Corporation, Detroit, U. S. A.
Kelvinator Ltd., Crewe, England.
U.S. Air Conditioning Corporation, New York 16, U.S.A.
PHARMACEUTICALS, DRUGS & SURGICALS :
E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York 20, U.S.A.
F. Hoffmann La Roche & Co., Basle, Switzerland.
Roche Products Limited, England.
Johnson & Johnson (Gt. Britain) Ltd., England.
Ortho Pharmaceuticals, Ltd., Bucks, England.
STEEL BUILDINGS, TANKS & GRAIN BINS :
Butler Manufacturing Co., Kansas City, Missouri.
RADIOS & ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES :
Ferranti Limited, Hollinwood, England.
Albert Manufacturing Co., London, England.
LUBRICATING OILS & GREASES :
Sinclair Refining Co., New York 20, U. S. A.
A l Iraqi -
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COOKING OIL...
OLIVE OIL...
JALADOIL
PRODUCED BY>.
VEGETABLE OIL EXTRACTION C? 03 Baghdad.
IRAQ'S CLEANING CENTER.
FIRST CLASS DRYCLEANING
EXPERT STAIN REMOVING
SNOW WHITE LAUNDERING
FAST COLOR DYEING
SPECIALISTS IN STEAM FINISHING
Just Remember — Perfection in Work — The Best Propagana.
Al-Rashid Street. — Tel : 86320
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AL IRAQI
STEPHAN
LYNCH & CO. LTD
BAGHDAD
GENERAL MERCHANTS
ENGINEERS
LLOYD'S AGENTS
STEAMSHIP AGENTS
GEORGE WIMPEY & CO., LTD.
(Incorporated in England)
BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS
B. O. Box 63 Telegram . WIMPEY, BAGHDAD Tel. 6936
AL IRAQI
6
fa
f\ *%\k MV^'&/» i
,
w ^%- ;lll^ ^ C^Xjl products developed in the
»®o#e*« laboratories after exten-
sive clinical trials are considered
as outstanding scientific achieve-
ments. In the hands of the medi-
cal profession they have proved
to be successful remedies.
FARBENFABRiKEN BAYER
Leverkusen
Germany
SOLE AGENT :
SAMHIRY BROS CO., LTD.
Baghdad, Tel. No. 86535
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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TYRES and TUBES
FOR
TRUCKS, PASSENGER CARS, MOTOR
CYCLES and BYCYLES
All of the latest patterns giving you the highest
performance, greatest mileage and greatest safety
ALSO
-**2
&*!£
The original
Latex Foam Cushioning
Mattresses and cushions of various sizes
ALSO
General Rubber Goods
DISTRIBUTORS FOR IRAQ :
H. S. ABED & Co., Ltd.
Rashid Street Tel. 7845 & 5956
A L IRAQI
HALATAH BROTHERS (ENGINEERING) LTD.
Telegrams & Cables
HALATAH « Bagdad »
Code : Berkley's 2nd
(ESTABLISHED IN BUSINESS SINCE 1936)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IMPORTERS - EXPORTERS
King Faisal II Square
Madhat Pasha Street
Telephone :
Bagdad 84781
« WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engine First Prize
in NewYork 1939 Exhibition
SOLE AGENTS for :
« WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engines
« HARLAND » Centrifugal Pumps
« LION BRAND » Flour Millstones
« ENGELBERG » Rice Hullers
« SABRO » Ice Plants and Air Conditioning
« WEMANCO » Patented Rice Shellers
« CARBORUNDUM » Abrasive Wheels
« BLACK & DECKER » Electric Tools
« BROOKS » Electrical Motors
« BAMFORD » Vertical Diesel Engines
« ELIN » Electric Products BROOK MOTORS
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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THE IRAQ BU-.L0ING MATERIALS Co. Ltd.
Beside THE DEVELOPMbNT BOARD.
BAGHDAD
Tel. Address :
Mewadco — Baghdad
^Ij15j1>-|J«iV.Uj1J uijfJjjU. Facing Bricks. Hollow Bricks & blocks. Roofing &
Partition Tiles
Centrifugally Spun Concrete Pipes. Precast Concrete
Paving Slabs & Kerb Stones.
ALL PRODUCED AT THE COMPANY'S
MODERN WORKS IN BAGHDAD
uU;Ul JUzJ & Ji. o>lJ1 j^U.
^ ^ ^
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ANDREW WEIR (IRAQ) LIMITED
(Incorporated in Iraq)
BASRAH ItK.llltAII
EXPORTERS
GRAINS — COTTON — COTTONSEED
WOOL — SKINS — HIDES
IMPORTERS
THE A.CV. SALES LTD. Motor Vehicles and Buses.
ASSOCIATED BRITISH OIL ENGINES (EXPORT) LTD. Complete
Range of Oil Engines.
THE AVON INDIA RUBBER Co. LTD. Tyres and Tubes.
J. I. CASE Co. Agricultural Machinery.
MERRYWEATHER & SONS LTD. Fire Engines and Extinguishers.
THE ROVER Co. Landrovers and saloons.
SHELL CHEMICALS LTD. Industrial and Agricultural Insecticides.
STANTON IRON WORKS Co., LTD. Cast and Spun Iron Pipes.
THERMO TANK LTD. Air Conditioning installations.
AGENTS FOR :
THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE CO. LTD.
THE LONDON ASSURANCE.
THE UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY LTD.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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SINDBAD HOTEL
BAGHDAD
FIRST CLASS THROUGHOUT
Air-Conditioning — American Bar — Lounges
Famed for its Excellent Cuisine and Personnel
All Rooms With Bath and Every Modern Comfort
Fine Terrace on Tigris River
Cable :
Sindbad — BAGHDAD
Telephones
6478 — 86181 — 86182
AL IRAQI
((CATERPILLAR))
TRACTORS
EARTH MOVING MACHINERY
DIESEL ENGINES ROAD GRADERS
A comprehensive range of spare parts and extensive service facilities are
available under the supervision of factory trained personnel.
All repairs are carried out in our workshops which are fully equipped
with modern tools.
JOHN BIRCH & CO., (IRAQ) LTD.
ENGINEERS
(INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND)
Salhiyali Avenue, BAGHDAD
P. 0. Box 43 Telegrams : BIRCHIRAQ Tel. : 4916 & 5270
LONDON OFFICE : 153, MOORGATE, London, E. C. 2
Telegrams : ENDEAVOUR, Tel. : LONDON WALL 4075
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
In the years to come when you travel abroad, you
will always find a warm welcome on the Clippers *
which fly Pan American's World-wide routes, serving
all Six Continents.
Whether you fly the luxurious « President »,
the economical « Rainbow », the fast «Asia
Express » or Pan American's other fine services,
the same courteous attendants, modern equipment
and experienced fight crews are at your service.
Let your travel agent help you with your
plans, or visit the nearest office of Pan American
or Middle East Airlines. There are 41 I Pan American
offices throughout the World.
PMr<—^£^r Most Experienced Airline
Trade Mark Pan American World Airways,
AT. IRAQI
THE VERY BEST
F. A. KETTANEH & Co. Ltd.
BAGHDAD GENERAL® ELECTRIC
Great FORD Reduction
Buy British
FORD 'VISIT BRITAIN" PLAN
Save Money By Taking Delivery of Your New Ford car in the U. K.
New Prices given below
Ford ANGLIA 10 h. p. 7 318
« PREFECT 10 h. p. 3 375
« CONSUL 16 h. p. j 482
« ZEPHYR-SIX 24 h. p. j 543
REMEMBER — Although you take delivery in the U. K. Purchase Tax is NOT payable. FORDS Guarantee you. If
you want to drive your car on the Continent or even back to Iraq, FORDS arrange everything.
Call upon us, phone or write, we are entirely at your service.
You can pay Dinars in Iraq or Sterling in the U. K.
ABDUL KAZAK 1 Itl III
Rashid Street, Baghdad
Baghdad 5177 Basrah 09-75
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISER!
Ages dwindle down to seconds
RESEARCH workers in the Philips labo-
ratories are not only ahead of their
time; they have also created the possi-
bility of accelerating time itself to an
awe-inspiring rate. An engineer turns a
knob, and thousands of years of evolution
dwindle down to seconds. This time the
nursery-man and the lover of flowers
profit by the spirit of enterprise and the
untiring efforts of Philips research work.
It has been made possible to alter the
grouping of tulip chromosomes with the
aid of X-rays, so that new flowers and
colours and more beautifully shaped
leaves are created.... alterations which
in nature require an evolution of thou-
sands of years. The process of develop-
ment has been accelerated. Here we come
face to face with one of the technical mi-
racles that leave the world breathless. And
yet, it's only one of those things that
have been made possible by Philips during
the unending journey in the realm of the
future, the technical world of tomorrow.
After having exposed the bulb
of a whole species of tulip to
X-rays, the shape of the petals
of the grown flower were seen
to have changed. The original
pointed form of these leaves had
turned into an irregular shape.
This experiment proved that
X-ray treatment of bulbs could
speed up natural evolution enor~
mously by artificially changing
the grouping of the chrome wmes.
PHILIPS
SHAPES THE WORLD OF TOMORROW
ELECTRONICS - LAMPS - RADIO RECEIVERS . RADIO VALVES - MEASURING APPARATUS - X-RAY APPARATUS
H.F. GENERATORS. TRANSMITTERS • WELDING MACHINES - FLUORESCENT LAMPS - AMPLIFIERS CINEMA EQUIPMENT
AFRICAN & EASTERN (NEAR EAST) LTD.,
BASRAH — BAGHDAD — BAHRAIN — DUBAI
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^X\ ^ik^- J^lt *^j. » iiy jlS^ Ua- il^i
jr^u y Sj! j :->u j-1 ! ^ j|> ulj/- jx_-5C)l jy£L>J>
(i^^ji <ij> jjjij Ij^. ^i«jj (ijy S >-> >
J> Jj>\ Cn'/" JJ>I j.u<J J^J pljjJi5C-l olLjIj u^J
uUo^^L. TfjyJ^L. ^^f\j> oXr 4U. JlT uLil^)^ ul_^o il^
(ijL.-JI <_.-i_y> -Uj£ JU uUdJI Jp A** Jl*" lj^. jjij jJu
j/"j^« £->>» lijj
->> f> Xar l* ojlj u-UI ji^
tfjjj-JI /"li JLjj ojlli <j «J ^rC UL^HI (i^-ai ^
^^ j^VIjl* JJU- <Jl[Ji_j^>' ^j=-^ i_rt^'->
y^JI gljl >-•* ^y r^ 1,1 ^ j\ Cn)j
ol)jl:'i ^j-Juu Cn^-lj t5li j_^. ^~.j>
( W_l C«£ )
^i ,1>* aJj
^U-. oCjIj Uj**l j* Ijj ^i-j;
ui-vscij oibij ^/i Jrt->/" lilcl Ju-ji
4 £»jji >
j>lU) <Ll$T ij^\> Owlil Vl ^^
n©r _ ni^t *iJ
JU^JI
JU*JI ujU.
ajAI
**l Ujl«
J^IjJI
r
_ill >li
JjAirfJ 1 drt-l
^IjVlj ouVI >l;
sA\ _;ir
^_JI Jj£. JJU~ V VI
^_JI ^IJj u^ _VI
^_JI ^J V VI
^^-Jl JjSjL jJbl £VI
_j—
j
I <->_^ lt^; J----JI
c>iA«; Ca^a^ l3 OV^l^U ^-^ C^^vjl^
jtill ujL. ^^__JI ^Uj u^ ^vi
^j"^ ii^vi ^^-Ji Gv _^ ^vi ^_ji j^ *r >\ -vi
j^- j^VI jut St-VI ^j>~JI •%> o^jj V VI y^j—Jl o-J^r Ji^l v Vl
^^Jl JX ajULj ^Vl ^j-JI J^iL ^L^ v Vl
yP^J) ^jjr ^jLJU- _VI ^_^Jl JJU UJ;U _Vl
uP>JI J:^L. Jju ^Vl o 11^ 1 ^- -*->>r V V1
^1 5 J ^Vl "^^Jl ,> -o^ -VI
^^il JT3 Jj V VI ^_JI Jb _*j^ V VI
-*~jd *j>-* ^ l:-VI ^j-^l urOjl jJjjI* -VI y^j-^ 1 u/" -^j^ - Vl
fJj JJU- ih-VI yPj^l ^ (C] -> - V1 ^j-^ 1 ^'^ ^»->jr - Vl
juL ^ls it-VI
v>^ uj iu-VI ^j-JI Sj£ £ 0^ v Vi
^U ,iil» il:-VI i j^ ils-V1 ^>-Jl J &jr -VI
j-UI ^-^ ib-Vl J-^ cj^ il-VI yP^JI J.U u^ ^Vl
jUUJI Jc il:-VI
^b ^J~ jb j ifJJ ^jcilj J,lLtfl ibjl
Sri JUL-
-CL£Jj &J» &1S yJu ^Ijjll
ry 0' U-UJI ^i »*jj> <-u».. .^j o-j <u>
.jJtfl JJIj WJI ^j lijl ^"^i-ll io> y2ll Jul 61 Jujl Vj dlli^c JjIj;
VI l^ij V Ji! ;j*JI dltf xUj .Hi ^ J:j*1»jj
J Ujijj: dt£i U 6b o^K" j\ hja*. dfc£i
bl » ^»Ul* « jvs"
JL f ii^L- bU Cfi Jc ^lll ejjl ^.U JS < Jisf
j j\s" jb 4 x ji o ? ^n li^A j fjjUtji ? o^;
^.u* ^Ul jb J Bb. 6\f jyJI 6' Jj jy iU)l £Atf
• jrjli J* U r^b
j^u jj iaii iui du; j jyji ^ jijji j£ ^
uVl J^b oy" J I ^A-ij ^*j jjs- jy ^ uVl J>-
1ajJ_j! Ij-~>-3 - 15Cj ULc ju^j Ia^!s> ^ryiJ' b/?*J
. a^
f.j
i«j^1 .oil ^ i ^u ^JJl
d*IJb ^u» sL>Acj J,ij ;j>UJI U JLjjl Iclj ^aill Jil
t jll j^liojl (? • wjil j.ljt.1 Jy3l i juUlj « i,s c jJjI u' ^j> 5U
^w i..j\i. jjji ei* j% j c*i/yi dys (ij ? jjUi
iXci>^ Vtl JUi-J (j-O Vj lf~Jj J^iaJ J^JIT ^f-L-
6' jjUiii j^ik-i j>j . i^i ^ a^ uyi jujt. a
^> ,JLll ^]jj £~c\ ^ <tm j&\ jjz *Ju Jl ^ -ns"
>r ^j .Oj3l dJl'j j ^Ull ^jjl>- .bui-l ^JL J,l
^ y\ ^JJ *> JU ^-^b ^JL 0^' ^ • -^^
TO
^ Jl^J] f
^ ^tr Jij sjG ciji oia/i; j» aju* t^iijii & $ J°^ '^r lj>1 & ^ ^^j uUiJi -
L*»-jj ^J c-Jl5di «LjJ1 j Ul . ^j^.1 ;j& 0ujj3I 1j_>*2a* ulT ^-o ^s" jLtiJI a 1 JJc 5.x> Jc ,>,J&.I
JT r^3 Jb>M ulT l^-Uj jtf jjlf l^ytj u' SI o jJlf ^-L ul» U- V.? ^i JLxJI j Ul C-tJI £jU Jc
l£/u iy) a>-^SI a»^>» Oj-jJiaII ^jtS" Ujuj p-L© *~>jj I AU—I <j I^XaJ 1^1 jc* l^rUjI ^hS"! ^oi7
cjl^pi^l «.Xjl «—-•^^j'J I^Tyj JiJ-jJ f l^l-Jjl J ,*«JI Ua J-9tl~» ulT Ul*.lj .^Jjll ul—oil ^A Aj*
Jl ^iaiJj JUlA-l Jc j.U3 &J7I jl^lli ^Aijlj JULiOl Uj«w.| J\C° l^^a« .JiJ^. jUb£. J,l r'ji'j
.
juljll Jji^j JLibVI J^J o^i-i >UH JlA^l^A^rb fjfJJ-Jjjj ^j-*& \f^ Je J,Jull
rjw u\T ol ^ dllS y jns" ;U .Jt£ /j ^ ^-i* -^ £* Vcl ^' iS"*5 JT l*-* ^ ^ f V
J I juj uK" ^-L* J$Ci ^Jl y U^ aJI>I J^o • cUi-l ^«J 6UJI c^ uli a«> ^iSCrJj 1^1
OjsJ »jl?" Jt ^j^I SAc Lilj a^UI A^ljrJ IajU Jii-I j ^Jl-j -rvs" ^ J^ ^J 0}^ N ^rA *i- C-»V
^> cu^aj ulT s^UJI jl^j a 1^ ^^i. ^l^c a^jI \jJ}\$Z.,)\ ul^:>V U:r"j ^U! vJ^y ^jjdl uU^M'
.lyoil ^jjil dlljt OUi^> u\^ A^riiil aJUI Jl Oj^kaj Ijj^CJI ul^l uy-uu ^JJI ^SJI ^Uj
jwUJO ^1 y Jo U ^l*c\i jc (Tji; ^lj jT'lj rj, c l^ ulTj • 6U:^i J^^l> a^j^ J,l ^UiM
XJUI-dAU AiW Jc ^i- ^ ^ ;^ oUL 6> fj i^Mi jli-l ^ jc aojaII jjJU ^j^ J^ill juJI
. U* j_>->-J j-Jj—? OXf'Li dUl^^^i- J^J"! o^* ^ fj Aijju. ur-A^>l» ^-j J}s" ulj^-Vl lf*Jj a^JL. a:L:*'j
ax
:
C^ ^j ^^r Ji i^u ulT .Lli >U lil J^ jjl b^5CJI ;il^ Jjj uU:^l r^:ll J^V j-^U
^iU-V U^a^ a-^-I iVj'j aJj^-Ij u;^bJLII *jjlj «^ Otil— '^J ^ . t5y3l oUl^l Ju'^J lr J*£uj j*j
jb l^lj ^~ ^JITj . i^sCi-lj jUVb ;.jLl> o' a_j>II L-jjdl J jns" JjU j^^li i^A^ i^j j^
JU:j ^ill ^jbJI ji>_jil J^ aaU uUjUI ^i!p ^axt ^r,! ^^ jl.^, jU ^.^21 l~;^ J ^i^ ^^ir^ij
jw-j a^JL-j JJJI ^Ul J,l uy^aj J5CMj AJU-i dU; ^^U ^> JJ*j jL>L. ^ JT ^ Jij U-' J
. OULI.VI uV^Uuj ^l^ill uL^ ^AU^i ;jfrj ^Xil I'^tj ^l^H ei-A u^b o^l
l^J ju.x>- V ^U
r
L*l Orj UlLi. j-lj^/i ^c^^ij J A^yCll i-ljjJl r lcl rcU _^oj dili ^A ^ij jlJJIj
iiic ;b ^Jl^ olijj . j^ll A
f
.i^ A\! i Sj/C:» u^ y -v^' 1 i! ^j-^ ^ ^ ^r ^'^ • °-xil
-4-1 ^y Gil jnc" t*Sj jlil axjjj wlT>l oil* . ^jlj j3-l J a:j! ;acL. Jl
^XJ aJ: \x^ 0\r') oy3l JaI c5-0 C^ aill Ja:.> ^ ^w ^^ £./" J J^JI ^- ^JL zJ£
^j uyt J.1 jt ^ Jtw ^ J^r dUiTj ^ 5; ^ jU^Vl uUl 4*Lij OnUI o- ^jj- 1
. jfi <x\ Mi aj ^JU. V rj:0 yai ^, ^^il, i^l ^j:_, -uji r iid ^Ul ui:->
U ^illj ol ^Ji-, rl j^x> J^-l .L> w»a i J>- • :U' ^^i o- ^ lJI o-? 1:11 u1*11 ^c >' J^
-UA*JJ ^ Ja^l ^ikj wA-*- ^U.1 J^j u' B £ij~> (j—r -U-li'j l7i-5" Je l^». ^s3 Z.X * UH vjj^l IS'
4 (jijji f
,..
.
,
*9 jfc?"<J
JjjJ-l x> Jl uUa; .Hi j U^-J 1 0}-,J^ jU-V'
^ill Jli-I ^c U^seljJ jc->^~^ ^j^JJ jl^^ 1 ^-Li>.j
ulTj >V» I^jl^i i*y ,y 1x5^1. (I ^.4 C ujiiLI!
LJI Ub XXJIAI Xj^ilall i^* y-* 0* -A«JJ »t_J
jyJl J£ jcj jijo-Vij yjij i^^uij ocii jkii
oyll 8-U J j .^Jl; jjVl *-» £j£ ^u-J J^. -xTc
«^li> JjI*- c^j a.J*«* cr.y} j* * ^A~j J? » ^
JiiU' sj w^r ^j . u^ u-ijj i^U u:4j o-^ 1
4 J 1^
:
OdjVI
rr^ JH IjSC-cj ulijVl ^U lyil Uy <u» Xk-J ^ly^ ^-bJI ,>« f.LSL ISll jjal V \
15C-.C ibjlj OU r-kd IL^L dUS
^y ii£li aJ^o
JV jjjl rUl juJI iJlSj . Uyl -ill a: J ^W!
r
ii *£, j^I -Jftb ). U ^IJull ^^j rVVl u'jll 0*
j^l Ic>,
r
y3l *>.. J, IS Jj *Joljl ^ £$x ij ^
saljl »^l
r
r5C)j -rill ,y »>j Ij^ ly"jx / UU
j \ }>. *j± Ul ^» r i 11 ^i \ } ^
u
U<JI ^c uy^r^tXj
^.rlc
Iju5" IjuU ^)J V Ji Nj
ijWJI Xy J_jlj jfU ,y <j .,j-UI j^'juj
*'\j' a* T^'
1
a" s-'^
1
^ JU~a» 'SI IjjS'i- bul. -X.J
sJu ^ix* ^,-UI *5dl:j aZ/1 Ojvsj 0:jc 0»y i-^lil
^pljuJ! jrtJI dl)S XoL ^ BUj U dilSj J-^H y
BA«.r r
^5j iUij ^r Jy y A^iij ^j 01 VI yY\
3 Ub ik-xll 5jL.^I iU> Jj6 ol ^ fiU^l UUU
Vj ^jU JVC AVi rJlS' A„Jl ^J *t»Vl j.J.«J AJJ^I
-uUa^i Ovj l i:^- ulT SI i^j j
u' t5
-e ^>l J,l i-^A* ^> Jjtlj JU.I aJI
-I..O
a^ ^.li aj
Sa>.jll A^ij 3 .jjtll ajL^ aJc ur 'jiSCaj l«il dUJu
aJL.1 j Sylj iclsJL) ^il5Cjj j^ iil ^Clj i^-jllj
•
r
.^l *p\ ^'15C)I 3jU J,l J^j J- 5*5tt
^j!j*vi JU&I
s^ijV'i i$j 'JC aJI ^ (n^^*'' 4 ^ ^ S*J- *~** J
j j^^s o"U J OiU JH S>H dAb Ji>- !_>•
. CUJI aJ ^ j^ =ol?:>.lj *UCii
Jlii-Vl l-X—A ^ Oj-U^J O.JJI / ,»ji-l J* I ul
.blj Uj
u
Ulj ail i.rl^ J-. ^cbj ^UJI ii (;;>
y lylJu U* ^L. ^ Jc J-J»j .U5V ,1^1 d
di!S Jc ul^j; _.^> J"«ll J^jJ^j ,»yll ^_ji-j ^jii.ll ^1
jl ^Aj I^j
^^ pl~j a:U -oil J^ <ui| Jj^j li^i
i cjm f
•>*H Jjj J >U£ o' iAM jcj ^jAi l?-^j oVl
•^' Jll i/yij f J-x.ll l
?
x5Cwj l^ 0fc"jl Jd*j3
Jll
r
Ul .Ul iAlS ,1^:1 y ju tt Jj ^U Jc l^u
JUluJIj iclUlj j\Jr^W ja^ Ja.il J ^1
^JJ j_y»V* _C^J oj . Uc\'l Solil ^y £ji~J
;y>
^y y-uj ;,V ju JU-U ^i _-j ^^M
JT j Jl^sGij ifi\j ouji ^ Ji i,. Lu j«f i
. ^jjfcllj ittjVl
0/^J A>J ^L-All «-X^J J-Jy^l jA«a> ^i ^kJI Ul
^c ^».l)lj If—cj £«= iAH -WaJ *JJ JuJIj JJ^aII
0n-> ^j>y)lj w.i-liij i.»ljiAI Ol^l^il l.£Ji -iuj <~hj
{j* JjJmjJIj a.>-I ^ .Jll jAJ ^\si\ {ji ^*2S\ Jyrf
ia-lijj .l-XtVI ^5CL* Jlilllj iJljV ji£ AX*J *ajA^
Jliill jLJSj • liuUlj ^yH pr»^ JU-lUj Jl»lM
L-^j-) IJb- o>»-J J&Mj J-A-Jl /jc
»-V^'
°-**->
J^llj Ja.II 0u jf>:)l J^i _OV olLlc > ^.^
JU-li SJuacj uH £*)> <y J^ll *»j~J _^-£ ^Uj'j
ja
L*^
uljAo < .Jll *j jko U J^l ^
0ck~> otCJI 0**- o-llyllJc JiJU
0})*l * u' ^» Xi.ii-1 01 Xj oJuii *l ^
lAxJlyj UJ^ ^-'^ U^ ^i! ^J ] i 0}^OI
llU U*j ^:llj <nil jA^* ^jl SI J^ltl^lj ilyVl
^ U» 5 fjD'jVl ja^j jl^iuVI ^.j HiJlj ;>)i
mU£-V flo j.;yl ^iJ J Uj» IX IpltfJ r
^'' SU
•
^i>i Jyj
0j>u j»r- jii ;^i oi VjUdi ^ ^; ail j^i
jLl)|j
,
, l^iJ W*Ijia j\«j ^c^-Jj t*^6 —*^-<a-J'j n^^'l
pl&lj JaJI jJ^ j ^^j 01 bji lil t5»JI j
JV~i . J^ VI cju 01 »-Ja^J !>U 5.L--JI iiCH eA* j
r
*Vi ;U J jUHj
-^V^ ^'^1 a> ol,yi If
V U » ^iil Jll Jyo, £ LJi ^ i'ju a/ / Ul jc
Sij Ja-J ,^L\I I J* Jcj « ^ fjju V ^IS" IJjAj
dll, jsCl LU ,liU>. ISIj diJil ^U JjuJI
Oji ,1, L lil* ,xl n .bX; U uLi-l
-Ul
Ijuj
^
U .b ^l Ijuj 0i J»UI OUVi jl-j J ^xlj
<5yl ^ JjJIj ^ .LliVI ily JUlji^ylj *—il j^-i-uj
C.u ^ft i5C)JI u' il f dllll (^Wa
r
*"VI *j aJLn U
**~ J I slUil o^db 6j^Vi Ou l^U ^i^j J_^ ^L-JI £& jo* i JjiJI 61 SI j^jjCII - j
Uli jUi ^a JuJI ^*:J Ujopj . til a^-c jl ^ -^tj Jj-^j ISli j^jj^OI ^ iu.> iS Jc ^y^
jUI ii ^-aslj jl ojyU5' pyli-l (Jl JoiJl Jj*-^J 1 4] 6ull '!__>• jj ^j^U JU>-nOI 0_>^1j Aa* *£>j&'
L.^ £ji>> WJI jlJ _j£l CJj
r
jJ ( » • < • • • ) . -0J l5O\ «k: jJ.il
r
ls- J U.j(SCll oLil
.
r
a»" ( • • • • - r» • • ) jju
^j|^ ^ ^b _^ ^ j^ji ^rJ ^\ ^ o^j
: UVI JJUjJI ^ju-L JaiJI ^>^-JJ -J»j»- Jc V^3 A^ 1 >* ^U;l '^J XJLai> ^
JiLj cl:j\l j^ UiJI ^b jl UTj> t,- ^>J JaiJI • ^OI jl °^:n Lij; '^ *
ju*:*l iJJj ^ff .UJ £< *IJr-j JaiJI ^i>:-i Sj^ ^ *U^ JjJUl jUi* ub i-jLUI s^sCiili
wo'j jl O^j lit i-JsJI ;yll jy JilivVb JjIT^I -^ V -^ji d>^ £^ "^riyfr ^ £> ]^ 4J l^
. jUI V-rJu Vj^ jUI ,i* ^u; UJI Ji jUil i-J lri ^r J* Vi -^ M JjjLN 6V <£lji U-* ^
Ji UiJI ;jujl* i, 6- ^ ^l jUIl kJU - Uli O^J^ J^AJi itS^> ^Ar^ ^^ ^LJ» i».»^VI
Juij LI* IjU ^SJ jlfVI >^ 61 Ja>.^j yi5 ^ J^11 Jrd ^ 1 U*-> J^ '^ , «>^^ iij^' a* °r
-Jbn 6^ 3UH ^,^ (I iSto - .W - do ^' oi-^ ^ U ^bb ^U J^'
6> ^ UiJ^
^J jlVI jc i^u UJ ,i,:V ^ 4J ^b ^ Jj14j * U> ^ ^c -idl ^f' *^ ?
.
^i>:^i j^j Uxii L5y " ^; ^J1 6jl^ 6^ 15 --^ iai:JI ^T ^ ^xriy^-
i«Aj jajsj r-jrtJ' lJ».\j JL> »li:5"\l a^-C ^^"' °"^ L>**
i^Uj JaiJI jljl ja J^f Za^oJ -XiJ
lJ^J^,, a' **-! 'j
l^i-j j^:-l -jJkj \i -x_»j Sj|Ua» ^a>. j l^CL/jn^l j
. l
?
iaij Jii-J ^«>. l^iliJf A«J fcli^J J I ^"x— ^ >S^I
ilij ul >'j ^^ o-XjJl».
lr!l Ub Jll jJLjM j>T eiAJ - oUsitll - L»j
• ^i J jlV 1 ^ ^>^il r li-l JaiJI wit£j
Ulj Lo-*Ij: 6^5Cj 6' Ul : Ov^-s J, I «*»—Ii' ^5C:j
wi j. 4Jt. jii oll.ii oi, . y^ u^c 6i ;. .
.;^ . ; U;sCc w V1 >lU ^^ ^ Jt; ^
Jl^V JjVl uLjJl jtSlI »i* ^ J-C.J ol^ So*
u^»i^»!>v (Jdij i^jM ;^>-j i^u>-j ijjvii w-^Jii »i ii
oUiJ r lil JjiJI ^Ij^^l juj : J*^' -if^ IV Jj . \fS5j jf*J\ ^Zi JCS dllij \^j jl
^ji iJLJI 6i_*j ^ ^j?50l j:> s^l ^ijUll c* r/& si^ aA *-**$? ^*-; ^^^ ^^^ ! ^-J 6\-, ^ ,
J^JI 4 iUi .sly ^ Lr^, OfeT bl Ulj ^y/'
dilSj tijf-' J>vlaAd^ ii^- ik-'^j JoiJI U_* i-i^a5
SsO Jcj Ov^il iUI JjiJI y J Jc J^*\5
( JjjvJI OyO jl ) Cj^JJ v^i-ii-l Jaiill jl j-JJlC!l
• jail) I ^ji^^ j ^L'-'j _->J jll
4 £ijji
KW-
. Icb JuuU j JaiJl 0*.^ ^i)|
.
jij.ii tjtf ru> j u* j.rj
. IjUJU. L.^il olT UjLXc
0;5C; jUll li__*j - .JJ! jUll ^ - £
. rirfs,e jnt ^.d.il ^5C!j ^_;^j-* JjjUli
: Ou—i ci' ^«aXj siftj — ij^lj i.Ujl ^..£51 — ^
i
r!c Jjuj fljTjT ii Jl- ;y»Ui)l ^1 - Vji
• .UN
iai.ll »j£j JULf j JjVl J^JjUai'
aUI oi iu»j ^>ij ji^ *u>i oi iUi; *jk; cfiii^i
j£*li ;jbcdi oljVy 1 j Li*, ill i ^jj ^ill
jilyi! uV j^ ^bi-l WJ jljl IJl* 61 Jt • -Ui;
Sa^i ^IVjII ij Jic
r
*ill jUb>j JjjU! jUlx, 6}j
liA JaiJ 4jyj ^Jj ^s-ill JL^j, f-liJI y jCf d ol
iai^J .HI iai^ y* JUA^ Jai^ ^ ^|U W .U
jji^ll Jc jUll iaiil i—ilbj Icb JaiiH ^pc*o5 wljlej
SJf J!U ;ocU Ol.yi jl OU cJ^Tj i^l L-jSli
^ juii oi jc ij\s3\ jyJb fJ^r^o /y bi.
j^ j op-j, (ii.ii 4 Jjjui r^^ oi y ^j\i3
4 Ji^Ji ^
i.^Ua3' i-^Uj rjj, U-^.' ^I-A»» i-^f 4»- ulS^ ai)
Jju d£ % ol»
-Jl Jt J:> 6* dl)5 • i:JI .Ji Jc
V (Jli CjII1>J ^jU-s ^y c-^'j U*J -*«N flj^b
J-j dlli 6V ( jull fljUj - ^Ijil - r lkJI ) ^Jl
Jli i»:<r lJ\i—, *ljj 4)1^: j j,| ^.ij jU-l uV'j
^fJjSJ wjllae ^~ ^Uij Uf j i_jail ju. ^sO
>i z,\jJ\ >j
r
uij fb^vi. jtJj» j
»UJl HID! J* ^lill jt if rjJI >J u-:4 kj-
:>|juj iJT j *MJ U $ 6' _>* dllS ->*-'j Jyj 6^->
6* (i«i—*~;j ^J* f^»' 4 £^4 ( 6>f~* ) ^^
J, I **?y$\ i**aSy& iJSOl B ift Ii| 6 1 (i aj Vj
^'^ J?sJ iiO! ^—a Jai :>a~j 6' ])>-j > *»'
j£ aj U Jl .UJI l
f
.^j .jUill l
r
:aJUj .jWVl
IxCjL. ^jiiil Jijjl ^L, jt. j^i >_>)( ^1 a*
^Ul a^ll J,jj 6uVI ^1 ^j j^ 1 J-9:'
»UaJ' s^r iJlJUiVl 4-jail J w~r
jv*OI l^c c-«s° jH ^laij JUf Jl>^
.U.j ULo ^^J (n>,,JJ 4 ^l^' ^ jl ^ ^/^'
f-^j'j l?ojl alaij i-lT J6 rj)JI HI Uj , fJl JT
• (ir* 1 ^**^" ^^ J-^'L- 1
Jjlyv— ^Uij iLUT ij ^~:-^» ^^ Oly«J! ^J^ ai)
jj >Ulc >U-j «^fll wi-S^ ^-U l^M J»L>- (3 i»j^-^
y dib j:J* J*S Ul OjJUUI JuJI Jl ^ *.y
6* i'Juj *JS igJ* ^JaS' ^^ u 1 Syfc'jll iis^l o-xa J
i-ls" 6C J;^ 61* ^^ j ^ li ^' a5^ 1 ^ ^"J C^ 1
jVj ^o\ ^aS' jric ^Ijuj ijf 1 • ^c ia>.lj
. ea»j ( ^iJL )
oilT Jj^l j;JI j ^r Ua:, l^iJ ^1 i^jflli
^ f i(
oL. ^Jl 6' 'a>. _«JI ^. i^c
(_r-,| Jc Xju-
\£slal eaA ^.caJ i.i.11 wjIj^IIj ^Ij Jjlyu.ll j>j15
ZX^\ j,^ 6-a)> JaJUl ^il ^\s ^jl 61 j
vTJI^ Jjly:— ^?- iLU ^JLSUj c-Jj ^c *y^--'j X*iJl
Jc uuajj^ IJb- lyfe" ai! . 5
—
jaU JU* J ( «^jl )
Jll JjL-jJI i^:j *i-U Ulu ^IjJl w-iLUI iXlu
<3jfrl UU^?j i-^Lc 6vj —
f
f^^ai» — £s*z~<0\ IjlSCIaj
^/ /ro9i - 10
4 $\jS\ $>
u' l*-uJ A_i!j 0_>TI ^ l?:ti tf cJ*jt Jw tiijl
6> £k~» ,i ^JJI yjl dl!j> j^j \fij\ Oo jjJII L,x
ir
isi j^i u Ji ajjj o ufsv !•• £U oi
. iJlj S^*j
^.f BJUJ J^lti- JUJ iW f S^jJ-l J^b ^i^-lj JUS*
IfS'jj 1 i»jii)' 0l *-£*. «ujL>I 0}j i*j£ If^Cwl i>jli
l^lC J,l U^Ul f'uCb-J U*L l^H Jkh i>L)l JiilM
,1*ju ^ill .^ill dllS >•! 0' J>JalJj i
?
~A *J ^.j
Yjp vfiJU jji jl!| (^^-1 ij*j Jijj! Jj»w y* lilj o
0-j xJjIJJI jykjll, ^L* dU.lj ^j^l jolT bUj
Jc JJa?: Ob *jT a-O JjIsb- <
—
Xjz (i vS-jljJ *«jL>I
*k>J* V if i'.^lwj .jAy; iilll ^y JUoc~\|j 4>Jli
^ W* Jrf f1 J11 ^^1 ^" ^^ ^ ,y
l^.ljju, J.ULM i
:
u^
c
^Vi J. j\ . LSLllll ;ti JU15 aiJ
V^'jJ 1?t»- j V^' 1 J-i'y *Jf? V"5 lr^" ^•'•i-J
Vi y* m j^\j j?u\ c lji 4 j,lui jp ^l;
*j c, »-> ^j-' 1 i>xi-» dim j.a^i s^-xO ^j ^
\f^y> d\~»l UJl^c ;^W9 ilaAJ <~t\ Uljl £y'S~3 . \*j£-
.JjVi ^U cJ^
\£>*± zJ^j i*^ 1 *li still 0-xI:Jl r-U? CjISj
oJ^:j If ^J\j £jJ ij>\ bIa j *ljUI jujITj
^ l^UI jl» i.u^» Still 01 lj^-1 sl.^ J& . Jit
y:^| J>. U^Ujj jr IaH 0/^1 0}j ^t*^» J^-J
oiiL* uji-l L -i-^t ^» S'^l Z^-j}} Uj» j.UI j.1211 (^
ly-l u^5dj' 01 -u V 1^1 JU^j^li ^-lj icjl j ^JLU
• • • \fr3 J, 1 ^*>j>
? i^j>l
r
vi ^ISJ o- ^^
_
U l$p' 01 «J*:-i (i 3' JjLS J ^-ij Oj>j
NO 4 Jl^JI f
did J3U- £L. fljju oi jJLiJ iv 1 a* ^ ^ *" a"'^ ^ ,S,J^ SM * ^^
^ 0' j* ^j ilJLl ok c^>l ji)l bl a Ji ** U^ ^^ ^ € j£**M» ^ ,y #j& J-J
Jyi 0' CoyJ u ^JW cJ&j bJ ejl> iU:i)' OjO 01
,y L U ^Ju ,y ijlLli UJLI Uij CJ!T Jfl lJ „ cT . f , jr-
1
-
°
-
- J^J .. > O ;tai J jirl jjtj sai-l jr
-flji uir > l^ ^aH j^»i ^Jljj ULJjlj >i y • - - -
•• i- i kn i" - I v <r J J ° • J ' ' &** J*~" * v ^Aj **
dlb" ^Sl cJj Uj Ul* o^ V jail j*U \^j * lJjL] ^ jiibJI i» j^Si bTL ^u iU ^
u^sOlj Ujl^ *Ij^ Jl lyJ JL31 ^:r ^11 iU« U Uaj ^CH^I J»; ;^ dUJo f;^ ijli lrv:»
cfj. isS- cJl £$a d i^ii ^^ op ^ a; r^ j ^^Xi u^, 'j,i ^J3 6^2 ^_i
Ujb s_jb Jc c*y^ i-jJ^li ^> ^jU lilj -£ O^j 0^ ^ wl<l»i U Jc o>-ajj 0^5d-j pMii iiyll ^Lj
J.U **iu s*j J>5<~, l__?:b jJj'j^-I iUJI d*lj' J l^Iil ll^Jj J JaLi-1 «.^l lib ^Hy Jl j^^i Ijj^-'j
J-^ ly-^ 4 6\Tj ^b ^- i^ lff»-J Jc JJ.J j^JITj • J*il 0' JJij«?
•i^'
-^ 4^' *-*U "4 1 W Cfa7j r^]1 V1^^ 1 Jfi Jjjj^l ^Uil ^J J,l JL2 L.^1 c—-b
01 Jl ^o 6 I Uljpl IjX-n OlU- ^^U ^^J MjjJIj fcXJ! dJiU ^:ij 43jj l^j oa* j^-
^fr ;_?• JjVi ij>')\ j\J y uu ^:c i~* juj lii a: ajl ^* Uy fji^ o' 4 1 J:^ J^ 4'^j Vr-3^
jj .Lil! jc
J.&
aaj J l^was 4' o°' ^ l-* lc ^ W 4 ^,,i:Sj ^* l ^ h ^^ ^ia uA ^
oi jlT)* o* fc-Li-i ^sC'j j~«^j ^i ( oc ^^ f*-* ^^ Jl—** «i»*y— ^.-Jl ^> ojJj k (i-nCj"
Ji^Ac^ij »j^ij ^l^o jjiiy 1 j^u^rs i^ -Ui j 41 4 di^i bf\ |lj ut^Jb*-*^
J^ 1 ^ -y-' o'-> ^-; Jc -'^ , o« s?^c ^u y ^ri 4 1 J& v V 4^ -uu V-"^u 0^ ^' ,
4 &J\ f
3JiJ J o_^ji-lo!l
^J^ir U~»J
•tf-.lj ii Ji^^ .^
^r» Vj . . -u-ij ^ ji *>Ji & ju-i j/it ji isi
^j> U•r*
^>i diii jjai j- jjjlj Vj ju_;; v jjai u* ^
^u Ju
^j| jA L/Jtll e»i_A J O^c U Jjl
uifj . . . lite t
?:
ju^ *»j~«^ (j* ^ jj»^ -u-* J i-9-
y jui ^-b ^ri jyso »tHj j^ 1 j&
J-» ^:bb jJ! L ^. ^Aj JMI! jjl^l
£\ji\ f
jtJ dUi a«jj &*.} LilsCll jA'l *Ic> 4.?=xc JjI
J-c 6y«^ vfA' In* Jk-*JI j*\l ^ il^Uj jus fc-sei J»'^
;lU. £^*j JUH ^ij ^J\ CM ^X}\ U?:
. »ljjP r«iLJ l<j>Lcl ^Uj J>*j uL-^ill
*t§*; ii*y J*^ f-9^ i-ijxli ^Liiir b^-i i*i»»j
JaJlj . l.*jl X^t j\ iJ. tM\ Jjjt J^»j U- ^J O*
^d^u* ^scJ'o M^ 3j-J 0/j *^l e-XA jy ^"\l
01j" £»*S <r Uj ij»^ J-J oi>' J>jM icIT ill
cry B u—£ U ^J S—*J urV ! J5^-1 J6 iii:^
l
?
:l5C~ £ij«jI j!l xlJ^ i«iJI dlij' j.jjj j jjjti « r j»
^cj u-xll dLi ^ pf-**^ if l^Lklj ujII .li^^c
^A i——.vl t» *A-CJ i-lxc ^.^sti.J Ou«.l llj i~L-JI T^-se-i?
^O i»-Uij feU£tij ^Oj jJb Iji^Jl J>-
i
- r f r T.
>jb» 4^ Jijl
^ >*Vi ^aii ;M£ uljc lrr JUj <y bJ CJiy
jL-^I c*** u> jw jA' *>-.? iijVI »i* ij
« Oujil » ^1 6ijd' J^l m^/J i-^ 1 ^-^ J 5»-jU-
J^
« Oja-^ b uUJI O^U <>.jjc {Y \ c^f Jll
. ^j \f\f XJ\ ^yr i vSb" i.LL- L.-^j rr_;l!
Ij-Jlj 5Ui (.^Uill 0j5Cj ^>- .UaH J i^*tl }J}JBl
oift ii Juiill Cfcll ^ili .IcJI AJ" l-VcL> ^i!l J^la-J
cJa^o j5j 53^ Cjj-yj Uljljj J5Cj Jyi jlLJI .IjAl
• jlJ \* ,ji>. 4»jL« i>-jj
^Sdil ^LJ! ^ J^JI dj jjJ\ ^L j^l U
fJ
••a. ^iiuiBii*
J!^JI>
Uxe *«5iUI ^Lall IJU i « OjU.1 » £^ J>l U
i_jils=J 6j$i5' Olaa^ t-J^il <W^~-- C-Aj d' u^^r-W
Jll i^l ^i yj OljjiH ^ i~uJJ Jl>l
£jJI jjli 0' juj ^Sj XU3I £-~ a* ^A^-l *-*
i' uy jjji ryt d\ *r i
J
i tf g^UJj
^A|j J^ll i€^ ^ r^k)l^ UjUc '^' 4 Ul
Ijiil J~J jiVI * Lr*^Ji ojuJ O^j .b^JI Cjl;
£~* ij-Vl >U1 j» **ji*U JJJI
r
U Jcj jlkA'l
^jJ z"j ^ Jju jii j^jli <uu j>.i u |Ja
»jjl 0* ^Loj i^J>ll J^JI ^ <>» O
i^j jji *>ji
c
;ijji jjt j^jli o^i jsis^b
j*-i vj • . i-Jkli
r
^l jiU
•JjCi l^b j.^1 Ua: Uxc 1^5j|j Ul,
:
lj >ld»
L^> piS jy>jl| ^I^Wl jc ;idl jUl ^jjjuj jf I
.
^i %JI ^j o*Vl Jc jjl^" ^5-
1
-x> 5jL>- J^j
r^-J j:«0'j ^j^lil i^j^ Jll ijj^l
l_.xc f ^-.^11 Jjy-* ju>j \iUI p^»
L.UI
-?^' cT.^1)1 i. ^^^ ^
. ,*/>>>- J ^iiJ> JjH «jj' 4~J <y J>- -jJc 3La-U Ulj^ 01 J-> UjJIj OU 6' -Uj £-W> bi-lj ;jlI1j
tjill jyfl cJUH l«li ^U j ek^ o^ J* . L- j,-.
j o' »jTjcj (Ij V^c a*-* ^ tr-;i lAx>^ l
*
lt
irfiii ouUj ^i ia^l. cn^o *Ji w-iL; ^b^ b • o^JI r*lj
^ 4Xc um-i dOj iri .,1* j "jiji i^ij • c^ 1 <* Jj^ ^ ,J t>ul e^^ ^ J
.b 4juvi j-, ^ ^ic, y ^ ^isc or • ^
0UI
^J ^UL?J ^
u ^ * ^ lw
JtfJll J dlU, 4J^ i^ rfjjJ! O^i" I^!,5CI! yUV ' rVI *^^ *r-W ^ ^ U a^d /
^X.lL^ 1
-3^ •«» C5-,11 v^ & ^ ^ ^^ i:°^ * rJ? : l^ j;r C^ J ^
jJJi }U j>i jiU» li* i^Uj ijjj JtJ ^i^V
:
^ ^
J
"
. ,
^u u^ or oi 4- J^Aib 4_,um Ijf— •
^a , ^^ ^^ ^ b5c ocun. a^u
^ill jOJi li*j f ^Vi j-b^l ^^ I'a-lj la^lj oLJj, ajlU ^ rfJLI^ ^;1 ^ ol^, ^ j^
jj i^jsi or *>- Uii 4^ *oj J- y ^ j ( " jl2,jj ^ j ^, ^ jMi ^ j, ^Uj
4) or y suji ^ _ui >t oi ^ rfc^ f j^ji ^ ^ ^^ ^ ojA? , jj. o ^^ 6
,
i^ ditu
^^
jij ^j ^j\ ^ai j u^c
_^ u^j^ ^ Ufo1
*
^
^
c
•
-> Ji w^ jiw o> sa s^j *& jc .h- ^ ^^ ^ -^ Jcl; ^^ ^
.
^ (U^
jf £\** Or £&\ >J |^M jjiflJI 4^j »U- 4:>.j3 ^ Jia
tfi'j*vi ^-iii - iij^ ;
:
tf" _^aII ^ ;j^U o^Ju 4:^j e^ij 4.>«ij 4>U-JI jj^ j
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M$M>?
. LxcVl d*\j jbj\ aJU^ aJu£ Sddjk »U- cJlT
01 j a»^ J^ a lil J^"M /«^^~i r *J\> ^«^' ax5CIj
^ *ijw aJI£ <J ^ Id I Jm ^ II u,<f V ;U.I
. 1^15" j* a! 1
?:
a~)j a^jj tf lA lyJLo ^ IjTlJi^j l^
u» Ju,j ^Ul IX <y \^>-jl Juu ^Ijjll J, U«J
. .Jftl iSily aiLi u' aJI c*-lL>
? *X% J^ *Jf J J^«a*5l ^Uj £jjru ,JLf
? eMj JlU Lb d Cxjjr*
JUj „W - jujJ-1 ^juJJI jJU J* I Aj £y*o u u*
.b~ Sii^l SjLSJI a-UsJI ^^Cb — 1^1j- ujJkz, ^J
L*Uj; jLull Uy£ U Jlllj e lf I & dUc < iJlJI i*:ui
^ ii,yi b Jla jij j »l- jU Ua uir . £«jj ^ij^j
jojj jj^ jju Lr».i _yi ur j H\)>
j^;; ii.^ aj^-wj *»u»i j igj^i ^\\V+lb
liu. ^tJLlj aJaj ^>-l dllli* <" ajLS"
<«>- ills" IAU.I* As^jj U ^iU ^jic jjj vj-L^lj lii-lj
^
Ob
4 a) a^j ua».j ^i dU; ir fJL
jcli:Jj a; l^i j j^:J vi>LL»Vi bJaj ^ja-
f- jCJUJ ajL5" j ^jj' vcll.ll s Aft J tjv-—< d>^> f old J
b^U ij^ic l^> J
—
"? fcJli a«jJu aJWJI Jt jJu3 w'JJ
«ijt 61 JJ ^^^ Aid! j .IjlaII l^Ji* ^li a^U Ubt
^a jujIT"j Uc 61T <J\ aJaI ljn-»l ^iojj ^JLJSI ajIj
*.Oyu jJ\ f\& oUu»l J?jJ1 jjJaJI IJjU jjUS f^lj dllS ax- IjUJ jl ^.sGiCij OyUll »l*5l
LUlytfjJI ^«* J^ij** JiU Wj J-J I^aaI^. a?j i}*M ..U .ly Jl ^jjl Ijijtl iL—J lj^ eia
pfTjVL' j lp jC < p£#f y pr J»x&j i^jtc 3 lit J ^V-* fr*' 1^^ lj ftf 1^ *^5 -> «r*^'
y_j*\\ ^aj\ \lfi> - L>1 y c5^t *..,._} J e-Ul.1) U $$" I Uj AjJLfcLl l» I.XAJ CJ^c Uj aT-LJ U Ua _.»J
^_jJiclj JuLaiUI i_ji-' \jJaJj \y£JJ 2L»U!lj i-oli-' j^^Ul ^ JLc ^.b '-UjiJ'j Ul:* jM M. JL» ^SJJI
• .MjHj wJ-»j «Ulj «>Jlj ^Vl JlUl
• 'MjJ _^s-J JJ^-J ^-? jV ^-^5 AX<lJj fjjJ~0 O jLl^ U Ja«j f^'jr
.hpI^II > a)j» L^tfJI i jtf- J" ^l>:JI ^ a) dli: i>ll ^>H li*j JJf-l ^*UI »iA ba?i
r
i_
:
; tUU ^lir 1 ^> lilji ^i 'ii oUI L
:
^
r
l_,Vi dlv_ ^ c-cCJj *J ^.J ^ill y$ ^*~>
Jul L$JL-
2j_,
:
^I l£l£ ^l?ci^ Jc ~<JI w'^V iJjLll f^ifi A-c *^j* i:~^ i^jiJI •i* j^l 01 <Xr~i
i-«slIjll fQ>\j&3 j, ioU> Sj^ ^ ilsil eift Jy Jl ^T"l u' iJL«.~ i—l>J -lie j)j-J <Jl ^«J
;jUI ^yj fj*\i j>ii j^ij Jj^i ^ j>^» xU-j ;f j u^Jb JiiLV u* Hff i<Jii pSOjL.
l
r
cUl 0^>„J *jL>L*j If-uL^ ^A >£ oUA Ij^jJ fju*. J^ JliUVl Jttli .-AJl 0U* jl £!>* j?
*JUj ;jbr *jJl>- ;/C ^jv^j f^Jj fc^GI £ju AU' *W- f j-xJL r^ll ;UU f*a~> IJ»Uj
• V ,J ^*CJ **"^ c'-'j6 ff^H S? s-"' 13 ^ (*r"J**
-OUIj iJatl ^sCLloU Lis jj-| fSl. a! ^xTj «^JLJ» 4S-I jiU i:,^ bj^l OtTj l)IJL>. IjjuI
ell U-Al
^lyl 4)^ OjttJ ^u:J if ojJX> |.L3li Jlij «^UJ» JiklU 131 J ^jLlal ^ J ^.i5l tf *~^J
,& v ^o- & *jju auij -j^r i *i jjrvi ^n ^r - ah $*\ ^Jj Vj - rCxscij dUJi
U» UJ
JC^
Ju j.jj! e l ^ ^JJl ^-^11 li* il*-V I., ^j Jll «j»JI vfiiJ ^» jJiJlj Jyl iyU t$lj li* ^y ^s"!
CJJlX^\x.[\
_JU> jy\ ^—II Sj^ J&*a* •*—M **W
lo^ ^>-X x»~^ $}^ J^l ^c -*-~M Jt*'
j,'^Vl db ^\j*jj JlJI tfjtwJI ^jjj a£ jlJI JU
li-j r^> ^—11 J&A (j-l-c jua«J1 is\*-.
M~\ j3~J\ JLe JuJI -UllJLt JlJI JUc JL-JI SiU-.
jUt X-^JI JLe JL-JI JIS-I JLkjjt JLe JuJI SiU-
liT jjis (fj5CJI JLc J II ^-Ir
1
^yu-iy a—II iJsL-
JI^JI jyVl Juc JUJI ^JJI ^ JUJI SiL-
j&')\ *•£ ji II <j>^*M ^jy jl— Jl S^U-
JUjJi jJji j^ juJI tfj^ £->j>r Jr^^-^l
i^Xai-l r^^ jl^ jlJI S) ]jJ\ J% jjt£=»all
Jj^sCJI ^W jlJI ^j' <£u- jy£s»j)l
y>^l »-li JuJI fj?*«x **' J-c j^^^-dl
SjLfl* £«J JuJI ^Ijrl Jj>H JuJI
0lijJb*L.Ol J>fyZ-J J—II LrfiJ J>}-N •* II
Jjnii-I ^*U juJI £JLII il^ ,j*j!j.Jl;I jlJI
uU>l»jU dbU jlJI
iCj^^^U^ijy.^UOcn*^ 1 ^'^(i 1 ('-J
Jl»>Jj J^ «--J4^ -.vv^J 't* -Ui ^4U'J j>^< X-M
L>(U' j v/ U Ujjy Jji ^Uj^Ap^/ #^>i U
. \\°r "Zj ji>i La/ J»
O^c^yll
uUJLJ jx£i.~.\ juJI uU— z*S^~>- a. M <a\^j
Sj^ j-USC-J J II JU..JI ^jy J II ol%»
•jij j.UI JuJI j.ti j^lrl j-JI iL.
j> jyl JuJI ^Aj jjjj JuJI J,U
Jj> Jj^ x-JI s_jUyi X* J.?- j—II ^L*
uU. ^> JuJI UT^ rjU jlJI J,L,
(Jjjjft)! ^i«>. a II *Ja«!l ~jlj JuJI ^U^
*.r j^ juJI ^ifi am ju juJI 4 1..
o-l? u^ JuJI J^ 1 J^^ a"J1 4 U*
j^
:
C)l f\* _>. a:JI ^ik^ a».U jlJI JU
uUH ajb J-JI ^-jlill Cjj-atJ J..JI (il«^
^j»j» <Z^-»jz J—II ^alU <>•! J—II ^U~
re,-!)! b- jyj JuJI jbjjs J.?- Ju—11 S^L-
sJjfJ~>b\*jj JuJI ^U,)! juc ^-Ixi. |C*j^l ;j>L-
J-Lc JUu- J*JI Jv-J« II 7- L^ Ju-JI B^U—
<
^U? jjL, JjJI (i^jCll ^aii *& jlJI fcl—
j~j>* J^V V' 1 ^ik^a. ikl JlJUsL-
Jil^ ^ill JuC JuJI ^jj.ii-1 j.IT a£ juJI ;M—
5,j- <^P VJI „;jjl i^ -A—II oil.-
JJ15> ^fjfxJ\ ^frb e^ill ^iUa* J II SiU-
o\^S-^f ^jjtf~ s II r I-* u>jy -»—'I Si l«—
J~£ ^J ^Jl dU&jlj dbjl j/£s»Jl
!
dL <>l j^ JuJI 4^ i}:^'iJJ ^f 9^^
t$J\itl ^U Jv£ JuJI uUbj>- ^/"U j^^jJI
JL».lj)l jjl ^iU A^ JuJI jjjl A2-I jlJI
i.c
r
ur -^ jlJI JJJI js^I jlJI
L-S.
i.JI b^ jJUwi JuJI
r
Uj jjii juJI

«^r^i^» ova;., yr .u»i w^r
c jcii j^j Juii dim aMf- j-ij^-Vij j_jiii oJ»ije ^i uyaL
• *tf J> ^jc W; ^i J 11 ^H 1 V 1^
JJI ^jjJCllj *-IjjJI £,»yu c^JI ail
ji^i jsC
rjJI^ ^j f dUl'i rV: r^« Wjcj ^r i*u»;
OU- aJ j>jJ ^11 olCil l^i i-JL; JH ojSl* »i* j ^ Jill UaW
^J jt. ii\ jl \fi) jll «LoV .y jJ^CjJ bJU5 JJ£j 0' *J5*»-
• JL'j jUajlj (-^- *y o-y u/Cj j
^ui jL^^uj. jj _
« jl^JI * \'J^5 y U fl,f iJe r^ ul bJ ^tj SI ( r UI U* j
Lil jCll J^:i dilU Sl^ f ^jJ\ liVyj UjuJ
^ o r
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